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About the Author 
Polly "Lee" Hammond is an illustrator and art instructor from 

the Kansas City area. She owns and operates a private art studio 

called Take It To Artm, where she teaches realistic drawing and 

painting. 

Lee was raised and educated in Lincoln, Nebraska, and she 

established her career in illustration and teaching in Kansas 

City. Although she has lived all over the country, she will always 

consider Kansas City home. Lee has been an author with North 

Light Books since 1994. She also writes and illustrates artides 

for other publications such as The Artist's Magazine. 

Lee is continuing to develop new art instruction books for 

North Light and has also begun illustrating childreds books. 

Fine art and limited-edition prints of her work will also be 

offered soon. 

Lee lives in Overland Park, Kansas, along with her family. 

You may contact Lee via e-mail at Pollylee@aol.com or visit her 

website at www.LeeHarnrnond.com. 

Foreword 
There are many books about the many ways one can create a work of art. But what makes each painting differ- 

ent? If we all painted the same way or viewed things in the same fashion, we would need only one book to learn 

fiom. But life isdt that simple, thank goodness! The reason we have so many books to choose fiom is that each 

of us is unique. For that reason, especially in art, there is dearly no real "right" or "wrong" way-just many dif- 

ferent and wonderfd approaches. As creative people, we can experiment and choose the techniques that fit our 

personal styles. 

This book is all about my technique for painting with acrylics. I will never say that it is the right way or the 

only way to paint. If you have never painted with acrylics before, this book will be a good introduction to the 

medium. As you paint the projects in this book, you may find that my approach feels natural to you, or you 

may discover your own way of painting. Have fun buying other books on the subject of acrylics (there are many 

great ones out there) and comparing how each artist tackles the medium. Explore and experiment. Learn from 

all you do so that you can make your own unique statement with your art. Most of all, relax and enjoy the pro- 

http://www.LeeHarnrnond.com
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Introduction 

I haw been writing art techque books for more than a dede .  

This book, however, is my &st one abwt painting rather than 

drawing. Be@ an art htmctor, I pushed myselfas I was m t -  

ing the art fbr this book, tdmg note of the d 8 i i  between 

my approaches to painting and drawing I also noticed that I 

wed some ofthe same thaught procewea and apphcationa with 

htfi When I create my boob, I I use the illustrations as 

exmples in my art classes. I dm my shuhts b ask questions 

w13etheywa~me~andIusetheirq~ms~gtude 

me as I write. 

As my students watched me paint, we all came ao a power- 

ful condusiou It is very important to learn to draw well ifyou 

want ta paint welL Many painters do not have a solid drawing 

ba- and it o h  shows. Those who do N u c e  paint- 

ings with accuraw m v e  and good d h e d o n a l  fbrm. 

This book is a d d n  of colorful projects w e d  to 

help you learn to paint with aerylicg. The more than a5 stepby- 

step projects will also give you a wide range of subject matkr to 

enjoy. Some of the projects may look complex, but m b e r  

that painting with acrylic is all  about painting in layers. Since 

q l i c s  dry rapidly, i t i  easytokeep addmgdetails w t o m  

up prwiaus applicxtions a little at a time. Yotire never *stucEP 

when you work with q l i c  paint, it is a very fwving medium, 

It is a h  important to rememk that every painting goes 

thou& what I all *the awkward stage." The initial layers ofa 

pain- when you are essentially seating a wolor ma$' to 

f b h ,  will be sloppy, and the watereddown pigments will lwk 

we& Dcuit become diswuraged and stop too soon! By adding 

more layers and details with th ick  paint, yodl achieve the 

realistic look @re after. 

PATIENCE HAS ITS REWARDS 
This is an example ofwhat you can do ifyou 

keep practicing. If you look cl wely, you will 

see places where wlors am placed on top of 

other colors. After you have painted some 

ofthe projects in this book you may want to 

come back to this painting and try to paint it 

yourself. 



THE AWKWARD STAGE 
This example shows the typical stopping point 

for most beginning acrylic painters. The paint 

looks watemlor-like, the colors lookweak 

and the canvas shows through. However, this 

painting looks unfinished because it is. This 

important "awlward stage" is merely a color 

map for the more detailed layers to come. 

DON'T GIVE UP 
This pirrting looks much more pro- 

fessional. Thicker, undiluted paint 

and layered d-ils create a mlistic 

look The canvas now is m l l y  ccnr- 

end, and the colors are much more 

vibrant. Everything comes together 

in the final sbges ofthe painting. 

The effort is definitely worth it! 

TYger Swallowtail on 

cr Butt@lyBd 

16" x lann (41cm X 30cm) 



paints, tools and supplies 
YOU DONT NEED A ROOM FULL OF SUPPLIES TO BEGIN 

painting with acrylics. I use a very small n m k r  of colors on 

my palette and only a fkw different b r u d ~ .  Keeping it simple 

makes me feel more relaxed in my work area. 

A t d e ~ i 9 a p t p l a w ~ ~ y a u r p a i n ~ r m p p l l e s .  

It's easy to m r y  with you when yau want to paint on ht ion .  

and it acts as a storage unit when @re not painting. Have fun 

cJ.eatingyourownmstomaaylicpaintingkit!Everythingyotfll 

need to get started is listed on this page. 

Start-up Kit 
Below is a list of essentials you should have on hand to get 

you started on the painting projects in this book. Happy 

painting1 

Paints: Prussian Blue, Iwty Black, Titanium White, Burnt 

Umber, Cadmium Yellow Medium, Gdrnium Red 

Medium, Alizarin Girnson. 

Surhees: Prestretched canvases, canvas panels and/or 

canvas sheets. 

Brushes: %-inch (igrnrn) filbert, no. 3 filbert, no. 4 filbert, 

no. 6 filbert, no. 8 filbert, no. 2 liner, no. r liner, no. 210 

liner, no. 210 round, no. 2 round, no. 4 round, no. 6 

round, no. 6 flat, no. 4 flat, hake. 

Palette: Plastic, with a lid (or improvise your ow+- 

page 151. 
Other Materials Cloth rags, wet wipes, cans or jars, spray 

bottle ofwater, palette knife, masking or drafiing tape, 

mechanical pencil with 28 lead, ruler, kneaded eraser. 

PAINTS, TOOLS AND SUPPLIES 
A simple set oftools and a limited palette o f c o l o ~  are all you need to 

skrt pairrting in acrylics. A tackle box makes a great storage unit. 



What Is Acrylic Paint? 
Aaylic paints are made of dry pigment in a liquid polymer 

binder; which is a form of aerylic plastic Acrylics are water- 

based, so they require no paint thinners as oil paints do, though 

they mn be diluted with water while painting. 

k t y E c  paint dries quickly to a waterproof fdsh B e a u s e  

of its plastic, waterprdquality, it can be used on a variety of 

mrfaw~ It is a &write for painting an windows, outdm signs, 

walls and hbrk It is v e n t ,  so items painted with it are 

washable. 

Varieties of Aetylie Painf 
b y  varieties of q l i c  paints are available. Your c h o k  

depends pardy on the project @re planning to do. There are 

auyZicsformulatedforfolkart,fineart,evenfbrpaintingon 

fabric,wansorsigns. 

For the projects in this book, look for paints bbeled %I&- 

vkosiv or *professional grade." Other kinds of acrylic paint 
/ 

will IE too thin, with a pigment wncmtration too low for satis- 

f x t o r y ~ t s .  

Studentgrade pdrrt6 adthose in squeeze bottles g e n d l y  

have a lower oncen~tion of pigmenL The pigment is still 

high quality there is just a little less ofit. Many student grades 

are so god &at profkssionals use them as well. They are very 

fluid, easy to work with and easy to mix 

Mksi inaLgRdc paints have a W e r  umcenbtion of I 

pigment. They are usually a bit thicker than stdentgrade 

paintr;, and their colors may seem more deep and vmid FYofk- 

sional g m h  are found in tubes or jars. 

You will find paints in tubes, jam, and squeeze bottles. - , - A  

I prefer using paint from a jar rather than h m  a tube or bottle. TUBES JARS OR BOTTLES* 

Aaylic paint dries quickly, so if I haw some uncontaminated 
Acrylic pairrts come in t u k ,  jars and squeme bottles. I p&r to use 

the jam, so I can reuse I h r  paint. I can also mix special colors for 

*rl~Overmm~~aleae*lRtumitmthe~armavoid-- rpedficpmject.,andplaoethoremlorrinemp*jarr. 
kg it This is not ps ib le  with paint h m  a tube or bottle. I also 

like jars h u g e  I an mix my own custwn colon for a particu- 

lar painting and store them in separate jars. This is helpful if 
you are worhng on a large project and need to keep your colors 

col3%istentasyoud 

For the projects in this bwk, I used a palette of seven dm: 

Ivory Black, M u m  Red Medium. Burnt Umber, cadmium 

Yellow Medium, AZizarin Crimson, Prussian Blue and Tits- 

nium White. (Far more i n f i t i o n  on palette colors and color 

mixing, see chapter two, pages ISI~.) 



Paint Properties 
As we just discussed, each fbrm of paint-jar, tube or squeeze 

bod& different chmkristics. Once e v e  selected the 

paint you pr$;er, you wdl find that individual colors have their 

own propties as well. 

Opac@ Somecolors willcoverbetter thanothers, appear- 

ing mure opaque, while some will be more k m p r e n t .  

Withtimeandprdce,yolfllgettokmwyourpints. Play 

and experiment 6rst by ma@ some color swatches like the 

ones on this page. Thig win give you a kter  understanding 

of how each color on your palette beham. 

The swatches on this page show how some colors are 

opaque and completely cover the m s ,  while others are more 

transparent and seem s t r d y .  

Permanenae: Cettain colors are more prone to Mhg over 

time than m. Mogt brands will have a permanency rating 

on the pwhgetoletyouknowwhat~ expea Amlor withan 

'Exdent* rating is a durable color that will hold its o@ 

color for a long time. A color rated as uGood" or ''Mdente" win 

have some but not a huge difference over time. A color 

rated as "Fugitid will tend to fade q p i h n t l y .  You can see 

this most oftem with yellows and ceriajn reds. Try to amid fup- 

tive colors, but regardless of a colds permanence rating, never 

hang a painting in direct mdght Ultraviolet rays in sunlight 

are the prhmy cause of fa-. 

Toxi* Goodquality paint brands will include some imic 

colors, Some of the natural pigments that produce vivid dm 

are toxic, such as the Cadmium pipmts and some blues. 

ALIURI N CRIMSON 
2 

This red is dark but transpamnt in nature. It has a streaky appearance, 

lktting some ofthe canvas show through. 

1 

L 
CADMIUM RED MEDIUM 
This red is opaque and completely covers the canvas. Can you see the 

difkrence between this and the Alizarin Crimson? 

Never swallow or inhale these colors. Certain colors should 

never be spray applied; check the label. If yoEire workulg with 

children, always find a brand that mbstitut~ sgathetlr, manu- 

factwed pigments fbr the bxic ones. 

f 

- 

PRUSSIAN BLUE 
This blue is dark but transparent. 

PRUSSIAN BLUE + TITANIUM WHITE 
Just by adding a touch ofTitanium White to Prussian Blue, you a n  

create an opaque version of it I 
Don't Eat Your Paint 
Bemiuse some colors are taxic, never ho~a ~rusnw in your 

mouth. Also, use a jar or other distinctive container to hold 

water for painting so that you never mistake a cup of paint 

water for iced h l  



Thinning Acrylics With Water m a  

Mixing q l k  pint with water makes it 

more m ~ t  This is useful for the 

beghdng stages of a paint@ when you 

are mating the basic pattern ofcolm fm 

apainting. 

Thinned aql ics  are o h  used to 

mate a h k  very similar to that ofwater- 

color paints. The difference is hat a q l i c  

paint is waterprwfwhen it dries. You 

mn add more color without p u h g  up 

prwious layers. Regular watercolor will 

mhydmte when wet paint is applied on 
I 

top ofit, usually muddying the colors. 

JUST THE BEGIN NlNG 

 his example shows how I begin my painting. (1 
It looks wry underdmloped, but it gives me 

a good foundation to work on. The colors of I I 
the flower and the backround are established, 

allowing me to then add more color fbr the I I 
details. Y 

The second example 

shows how I reduced 

the amount ofwater 

I added to the paint, 

and added detai Is. 

The thicker paint 

covers up the exist- 

ing layer. You can oee 

how the look ofthe 

paint changes here. 

The fu l I-strength 

paint is much more 

opaque. 



Choosing Brushes 
Read all about brush basics here, and see the list on pag~ 8 fm 

the basic set ofbrushes needed fbr the projects in this book 

BrZstk e p e  
The way paint l& when a@ to eaflyag largdy depends on 

the type of brush you use. Brushes come in a variety of bristle 

types. 
Stiff bri9tle: These brushes are made h m  boar bristle, ox 

hait; horsehair or 0 t h  coarse animal hairs. 

!We: These h h e s  are made from the IA hair ofthe male 

Minsky sable, which is fbund in Russia. This very soft hair 

m a t e s  srnwth blends. The mrcity ofthekohkymakesthese 

brushes expensive, but they are worth it! 

S q u i d  hair: These soft b r u s h  are a bit fuller than sable 

brushes, and are oftem used fbr watmcolor k w  they hold a 

lot ofmoisture. 

Camel hair: This is another soft hair that is used m t l y  

for both aqlic and wa&r brushes. 

Synthetic Most synthetic b r i s k  are nylon. They can be a 

more a&dible substitute far mM-& brushes, but paint 

is very hard on &em. They tend to lose their shape and point 

faster than natural hair brushes. Good brush cleaning and a r e  

(see page 13) is essential to make synthetic brushes 1- 

Natura-hair brushes can be quite - Howwer, if 

cleaned properly, they will last longer than s y n w  ones, 

From leftto right: stiff bristle, sable, squirrel 

hair, camel hair and synthetic bristle types. 

Brwh Shape 
Brushes come in different shaps, and mme shapes are better 

for ceaain paint apphcations. Below is a quick list of the differ- 

ent brush s h a p  and the beat uses fbr each. 

Flat. A flat brush is used for broad apphtiions of paint Its 

wide shape will m r  a large area. The coarse h - b r i d e  type 

is a Mbrush that an be used to literally "smulf the paint into 

the eaflm. A sofkr sable or synthetic bristle is good for smooth 

blendmg with less nohable brush mafks. 

Bight. Bnghts are m y  similar to flats; however, the bristleg 

are a bit longer, which gives the brush more spring. 

Round: Use roundbrush fordetds andsmallerareas. 

The tip of a stiffbristle round is good fbr dab@ in paint or 

filling in srnall areas. A small soft round an be used in place of 

a liner brush for mting long straight or curved Zincs. 

Filbert: Thig brush shape is my personal favorite. Also 

lmown as a " d s  imgu; the filbert is useful for fillrng in 

areas, due In its rounded tip. 

, Liner: The liner's small, pointy shape m a h  it egsential for 

detail work You an create tiny lines and crisp edges with a 

- 
From left to right flat, bright, round, fil bert and 

liner brush s h a p .  

Long or Short Brushes? 
Long-handled brushes arc designed b r  

use while standing at an easel, s o p u  

can paint at arm's length and h m  a 

k r  m r a l  I vim ofyour work. Short 

handles arc k r h r  painting while 

seatad or for working on small daails. 



rRQPER  RUSH STORAGE 
Always store brushes with their bristles in the 

"upn position! 

HOW f0 Clean husk= apply some ofthe brush cleaner paste 

I .  Swish the brush in a clean jar of water to the bristles and press them into their 

to loosen any remaining paint. original shape. Allow the paste to dry 
2. Take the brush to the sink and run lukc- on the brush. This keeps the bristles 

warm water m r  it. going the way they are intended and 

3. Work the brush into a cake dThe prevents them from drying out and frpy- 

Masters Brush Cleaner and Preserver ing. It's like hair conditioner for your 

until it forms a thick lather. At this brushes! When you a n  ready to use the 

point, you will notice some paint color brush again, simply rinse the soap off 

leaving the brush. with water. 

4. Gently massage the bristlts between 

your thumb and fingers to continue 

loosening the paint. 

A 
MY FAVORITE BRUSH CLEANER 

5. Rinse under the warm water. 
The Masters Brush Cleaner and Preserrerwill 

6. Repeat steps 3 to 5 until no more color 
remove al I ofthe p i n t  from your brushes and 

comes out. 
condition the bristles. I've used i t 6 r  many 

7. When you arc sure the brush is clean, 
years and swear by it 



Painting Surfaces 
Many students askmewhatthebestpainting~is. Cranvaa Paneb 
That depends on yaw p e f  and what kind of painting Canvas panels are canvas pieces glued onto dboardbackings. 

you are d&g. Aqhc paint can be d on e m y h q  bm fine They are a good alternative ID swkhed canvas ifyou would pre 

art cawases to w a d ,  fibrk, metal and &ass. For the sake ofthis h to spend less. A m v a s  panel is very ngd and will not give 

book, I will ammtrate on &s normally used for paintings. you the b o u n ~  feel of painting on s h k h d  a r m s .  

With mvas panels, unlike stretched canvas, you have the 

Stretched Canvas option of hmhg with a mat. A colored mat wn enhance the 

Stretchedcanvasprwidesapmfesgionallaok,~ look of arismk A m n ~ s  panel a h  dhws you to p m k t  your 

your work resemble an oil painting S W  m m a s  is paintingwith &s. 
easily h e d  and comes in standard frame sizes from mini 

(an1 x 3 '  [gun x 8cmD to extra large (48" x 60" [~aacsl x 15aunI Canvtw Sheets 
or larger). You will natice a bit of *bwnee" when applying hothm alternative is canvas sheets. Some brands are pi- 

painttoshkhedmmas. ofactualprimed~vas,nota%ixedto~Othersare 

Stretched canvas comes 'pruned/ which means it is coated prmexsed papers with a canvas texture and a mating that 

with a white auylic & -so to protea the raw canvas h m  resembles gesso. Both kinds can be purchased individually, in 

dle damagrng w ofpaint. pdagesorinpads. 

S ~ w n ~ a 8 w n b e r e g u l a r c o t b n d u c k , ~ b t f w  With anvaa sheets, aa with wnvaa panels, fbmmg mn be 

most m k ;  &ragmwth cotton, o h  used fm portrait work; or mative. Sheets are IIghtwmght and easy to mat and frame. For 

linen, which is also smooth. the art in this book, I used d y  mvas  sheets. 

PAINTING SURFACES 
Stretched cams  (I) is the most popular 

surface for fine art painting. It must go into a 

frame 'as is" and is held into place with frame 

clips. These are metal brackets that snap over 

thewooden stretcher frames and grip the 
inside edge ofthe frame with sharp teeth. 

Canvas panels (2) are canvas on cardboard 

backings. They are more rigid than stretched 

canvas, and the finished piece can be matted 

and framed. 

Canvas sheets b) mn also be matted and 

framed. They are found in single sheets, pack- 

ages and pads. 



Palettes and Other Tools 
Palette 
I Krefer a plastic palette with a lid, multiple mixing wells and a 

center area fbr mixing larger amounts ofpaint. Bmuse acrylic 

paint is a h of plastic, dried aqlic can be peeled or soaked 

from a plastic pahe .  I find thig more emnomid than dispcs- 

able paper  palette^ 

However, you dmlt have to spend a fortune on stated-the- 

art materials. Many artists make their own palettes using old 
dinner plaaes, butcher's trays or foam egg cartons. You a n  use 

your creativity to make do with what is around you. 

Other Toob 
Thefollowingitemswillmakeyaurpaintingeqmiencemore 

organhed and pleasurable. None o f h  is expensive, and they 

Y O U  pal* to wipe excess paint b m  ~ h h .  Ym can also plates, egg cartons or'plastic containers. Be c k t i w !  - - 

usethemtowipe excesswaterfromyowbrushas you paint, 

which keeps your painting from getting u n m y  watered 
. ' ,-. :, , ' 

dawn by a loose drip. Paper b w d s  work too, but they can leave 

lint and debris. 

Wkt wipes: I usually have a container of wet wipes or baby 

wipes handy for deaning my hands, my brushes or the f h r  if I 

-paint. 
Assorted antainm: Collect jars, am a d  plastic containers 

to use as water contajners or for storing brushes. I 
Spmy M e  dwakr: Use this to mist your paints to prevent 

themhmdryrngoutasyoud 

Palette hik This is useful fbr Inn&rrjng aa~lic paint to 

orhajaraswel las for~paintonpurpalet te .  

Maskine or drafting tape: Ifyou work with mvas sheetE, you 

will need to tape them to a baclang board as you work Use dr&- 

ing tape or easy-rehe maslang bpe to bpe the edges ofthe 

sheet down. These kinds of iape will not damage or rip the sheet 

aroring ~cftover Paint 
A palette with a lid makes it easy to 

preserve leftwer paint. Spray a fine mist 

ofwater over the paints on your palette, 

then sea the lid. The extra moisture 

acts like a humidifier and wil l keep the 

paint from drying out for a couple of 

d v .  lfyou put the misted, m l e d  pal- 

ette in thefreezer,the paintwill keep for 

weeks. It may skin over, but itwill still 

be wet inside. 

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 
Additional handy studio items, such as jars, plates, plastictrays, wet 

wipes and rags, can usually be found around the house. 



I understanding c o l o r  
ACRYLIC PAINTING IS A GREAT WAY 

In explore color theory. Its bright, rich 

pigments are fun to experiment with. 

Artists tell a lot about thems&es by the 

colors they choose. But color is much 

more than just experimenting or choos- 

ingcolorsbasedon&emerefact~you 

'like" them Color is scien* 

C&~t.eaabeachother,andpkc- 

ing certajn colors together an make 

quite a s t a s .  To fully d t a n d  

how mlm work, the color wheel is 

essential. Y d  learn about the color 

wheel and some important color terms in 

d l i s  chapter. 



Color Basics 
The Color Wheel 
The color wheel is an essential tool for understanding and 

mixing color. Having one handy an help you pick out color 

schemeg and see how different colors colors one a n h  For 

color mixing practk, mate  a color wheel ofyour own with the 

paints on your pal-. Here are the bask color relationships to 

how* 

himay Cdors: The primary m h  are red, yellow and blue. 

They are also d e d  the *W colors. All other colors are m 

akd from these three. hok at the color wheel and see how they 

form a triangle if you meet them with a line. 

Secondary m l o ~  Each secondary color is aeatdby mixing 

t w o p r h a r i e s ~ .  Blueandye~&greewredand 

blue make violet, and red and yellow make orange. 

T d a y  Cobm T d a q  colors are created by mixing a prima- 

ry  color with the color nmt ta it on the color wheel For instance] 

mixing red and violet produces red-viok Mixing blue with 

green makes bluegreen, and mixing yellow with orange gives 

you*-ow. 
bmplementamy Cdors: Any two colors oppaiie each other 

on the color whee.l are d e d  complementary colors. Red and 

grea, fbr example, are complements, The painting on the h- 

ing page is an example of a complementary color scheme used 

in a painting. The red and green contrast beautifully, e& color 

mahg the other one really d out. 

THE COLOR WHEEL 
The wlorwheel is a valuable tool for Ikarning 

color theory. Red, yellow and blue are the 

primary wlors; orange, green and violet are 

the sewndari-. The rest are called tertiaries. 

= I  

Other Color T e r n  to Know 
Hue: Hue simply means the name of a color. Red, blue and yel- 

low are all hues. 

Intensitj: Intensity means how bright or dull a color is. Cad- 

mium Yellow, fbr instance, is b+t and high-intensity Mixing 

cadmium Yellow witfi its complement, violet, creates a low- 

i n ~ m i o n o f y e l l o w .  

Temperature: Colors are either warm or cool. Warm colors 

are red, flow and orange or any combination of those. when 

used in a painting, warm colors seem to come f o r d  Cool 

colors are blueI green and violet and all oftheir combinations. 

In a pain-, cool colors win geem to recede. 

Oftem there arewarmanddversiona of& same hue, 

For hsbme, I use Cadmium Red and AZizarin Crimson. While 

b th  are in the red family, admiurn Red is warm, with an 

orangeylook,andAZizarinCrimsoniscoolerlbemuseitleans 

towardtheviolet- 

Wlut Value means the @mess or darlmess of a color. 

Lightehg  a color either with white or by diluting it witfi water 

pmduces a tint. Deepening a color by mixing it with a darker 

&r produces a shade. Using tints and s h a h  together creaw 

d u e  c o r n  

/ YELLOW \ 

GREEN 1 

yLuE- GREEN ( 

LED 
\ 

\ 

\ VIOLET / 



Your Basic Palette and How to Expand -I It 
~ l o v e t o h a w a l l o f t h e t o y s a s ~ w i t h & i r d  Iam 

no-t Iwddlmen&ngmhasetofartsupphes 

w i t h a h u n d r a d - h t n h h h t w h i l e i t s o u n d s  

~at.ti9ticnirvana,itreaflyisnot~.Colormjxingismuch 

more d u d o d  and emnomid 

YOUR BASIC P A L E ~ E  
With a very small palette of only sewn wlon, 

you can create an endless array ofwlor mixes. 

Alizarin Qlmson Burnt Umber Cadmium Yellow Cadmium Rcd Plusslan Blue 
Medium Medium 

Ivory Black Tltanium White 

Two NEUTRAL COLORS 

TINTS 
Mbing a palette wlor with white produces a tint. 

Cad. ~ e d  +white - ~ l i z .  crimson +white - Burnt Umber + white - Prussian tl~ue + wnrtt - + -grays 
peachylwral wlor pink beige sky blue 

 ad. yellow +white- 
pale yellow 

SHADES 
Mixing a palette color with black produces a shade. 

Cad.Yellow+ black= 
dark olive green 

Cad. Red + black= 
rnarwn 

Aliz. Crimson + black Burnt Umber+ black= Prussian Blue+ black= 
-plum dark brown dark blue 



GREENS 
Greens a n  k difficult to mix due to the hun- 

dreds of possible variations. You can achieve 

green with yellw and blue, or with yellow and 

black Adding brown yields an 'earthy" green. 

Cad. Yellow + lwry olive green mix + white Prussian Blue +Cad. blue/yellow mix + white 
Black- olive green - grayish green Yellow - green - mint green 

VIOLETS AND PURPLES 
Shades of violet and purple can be created by 

mixing Cadmium Red Medium and Prussian 

Blue or Alizarin amson and Prussian Blue. 

Addingwhite to these mixes wil l give you 

shades of lavender. orchid. mauve. and so on. 
Cadmium Red Medium maroon mix + white - 

+ Prussian Blue - warm gray 
maroon 

Aliz. Crimson + 
Prussian blue - plum 

plum mix + white - 
lavender 

ORANGES 
Cadmium Red Medium or Alizarin Gimxm 

mixed with Cadmium Yel lowwil l produce vari- 

ous shades of orange. Adding white to these 

wlom will giwyou coral, peach, melon, and 

so on. 

. . . .. I - . ,  
; . . -,  - : .;;:@$fig 
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Cadmlum Red Medlum 
+ Cadmium Yellm = 

orange 

orange m k +  whlte = 

peach 

Al lzarin Crimson + oranpmd mbr + whlte 
(Ldmium Yellow= = mnl 

onnpred 

EARTH TON ~d 

Earth tones can be ueated by adding different 

wlors into Burnt Umber. All ofthese colors 

can be turned into a pastel by adding white. 

These swatches showthe earth tone mix (top 
Burnt Umber+ blue Burnt Umber + black and h a t  it looh like with h i t e  

added (bottom swatch). 

Burnt Umber+ pllow Burnt Umber+ red 

Burnt Umber + yellow 
+ white 

Burnt Umber + red + 
white 

Burnt Umber + blue + 
white 

Burnt Umber+ black 
+ white 



Color Schemes 
The right colar dmm is one h t  represents the subject yet 

also adds interest fbr the viewer. F m t  to achieve the 

&feel you want your painting to have. 

Complement aty 

Comphentay colors, you!ll reall, are c o l o r  

each other on th color wheel (see page q). 

When complements are used near each other, they contrast 

with and W s l f y  each other, as seen on this page. 

When complementary colors are m h d ,  they gray each 

OtherdowaYouanusethisknmvMgetodarknawlor 

without Idllmg it. When darkemmg a color to paint shadows, for 

m p l e ,  you may instinctively reach for black But black is a 

neutral color and will produce odd results in mixhlre9. Instead, 

&ken a IIght color with its mmplemmt. 

Corn PLEM ENTS: YELLOW AND VIOLET 
Aviola background intensifies the yellow ofthis apple, making it 

appear more pure and vibrant. Yellow m i d  with violet makes a good 
IC 

rhadnvcoor for s y e w  object. (Yellow mixed with ba& on the other 

Yellow + violet - Yellow + black- green! hand, m a k  green!) 
pleasing shadow wlor 

COMPLEMENTS: GREEN AND RED COMPLEMENTS: 3RANGE AND BLUE 

A green pepper looks more vibrant on a red background. M i n g  red 

and green produces a g d  color for the shadow areas. 

The orangey hue ofthis peach looks brighter when surrounded by blue. 

the shadow areas are a mixture ofblue and orange. 



Molaochrornafic 
A painting m a k d  using variations of 

only one color is called monochromatic. 

This is how I often will introduce a new 

student to painting. A momchromatic 

painting m look very dramatic, like this 

painting of my sods dog, K i m k  

Triadic 
A e c  color scheme uses three colors 

that are evenly spaced around the color 

wheel. Thig emmple, ''Butterfly and 

Lilacs," contains orange, purple and 

greeu A triadic scheme always pIwides 

wonderful con- yet the colors are still 



~ba& techniques - 

LEARNING SOMETHING NEW IS ALWAYS A BIT Try the egerdsm in this cham to get a fkd fbr kt, filbert, 

in- As with an- else, the b& teacher is just round and liner brushes and how they are used Learn the five 

plain aperierm-trd and - This chapter will show you elements of shading and how to use them to mate  the illusion 

how to grab a brush, dip it in the paint and experiment. In no of form on a flat canvas. Finally, h learn g d  method of draw- 

timeyoushddfeeldrtable~enwghto~theKrojectsin ~ w h i c h d ~ b l e y o u t o d r ; r w a n y s u b j ~ Y o u d ~ b e  

the lmok, for acrylic paint is hghly fbrgivhg. I f  you dodt like ready to move ahead to the larger pq*eck in the book 

sometlung, you a n  simply cover it up! 



I 

Exercise: Blending With a Flat Brush 

Flat M e 8  are most commonly uaed fbr a p p h  large areas 

of colm and fm sting blended backgrounds, 1% done this 

b h d m g  exercise with Prussian Blue and Titanium White for 

a result that resembles a sky. 'Iky it with again with dj&ent 

colors. W u m  Red and ntanium White will make a tropical 

scene. Have fun! 

My Terminology 
When mixing paint, I will A n  use the terms 'a dab" and "a 

touch." A dab of paint is enough to cover the errtire tip ofthe 

brush. A touch is a slight amount of paintthatwill cover only 

the corner ofthe bristles. 

1 Take a blob ofTitanium White about the 2 Add just a touch of Prussian Blue tothe 3 Mix another blob of paint that is twice as 

size ofa quarter and set it aside. white. (When mixing paint, always add the dark as the firrt 

darkercolor slowly into the lighter color; it 

doesn't t ak  mu& to deepen a light color.) 

4 Dip your brush into the darlcerofthetwo 

blues you mixed in step 3. Hold the brush flat 

against the canvas and m n l y  distribute the 

pint with long sweeping strok. Quickly go 

back and krth until the paint covers the can- 

vas. You do not want to see any ofthe white 

canvas showing through the paint, so use 

enough to get good coverage. 

5 When you have a wide stretch of dark blue, 

dip into the lighter blue and apply it to the 
canvas slightly below the first stripe using 

the same stroke. Quickly blend the two blues 

together by stroking back and forth. Try to get 

the paint to blend as evenly as possible. Use 

a clean, dry flat brush to further blend and 

soften. This blending takes practice, so don't 

get frustd. For more experience, create a 

horizon line and repeat the process in rewrse 

to make a mirror image ofthe sky, which wil I 

then look like a water dection. 



A Hbea brush is very similar to a flat, but the tip of it is round- 

ed, much like the shape of a tungue. That's why this brush is 

sometimes d e d  a *cat's tongue." 

I like to use a filbert fm almost any shape that requires fill- 

ing in. I the rounded edges comfortable when going along 

curved edges. 

A filbert brush is g o d  b r  fil ling in areas and 

h r  going around curves. Try using your fil bert 

to fill in a simple circle ofmlor. 

The rounded tip ofthe fil bert brush 

made it much easier to paint the 

curved features ofthese subjects. 



Exemkc Using Round and Liner Brushes -. 
-m- 

Pointd brushes such as rounds a d  liners are d t  fbr 

creating lines and small details. They come in a *of sizes 

and are essential for painting thngs like trees, grass, hair and 

fur. They are also g o d  fbr maEang small ~OIS for hghhghts and 

textums. Usedadl inersonthe ir t ips .  Mtplacealotof 

pressure on them, h u s e  the b r k h  will bend wrr, 

1 Paint a tree trunkwith Burnt Umber and a no. 6 round. This size 

round brush wil I give you the width you need to create the bunk without 

repeated strokes. 

2 Switch to a no. i round or a liner brush to matethe branches and 

small I irnbs. Add enough water to your paint to give it the consistency 

ofthick ink It needs to be fluid, but not kanspamnt. Afier loading 

your brush with paint, gently pull the brush up in long strokes, lifiing 

it slightly as you go. This will makethe linetaper attheend, and the 

limbs will get smallerand smaller, just as in nature. 

3 Add many quid4 short, overlapping strokes 

tocreatethe illusion of layers ofbark. Remem- 

berto keep your pairrtfluid by adding a few 

drops ofwater as you work. 



Creating Texture 
There are many ways to meate texture with a ~ l i c  paint 

~ m a ~ a r n u g h , t e g t u r e d a p ~ ~ ~ o e b e a u s e d w  

pdntisusedsosparingly~itdoesdtfdywverthe~. . s ~ i s ~ f o r ~ t € x h l r e s s u c h a ! 3 d i s t a r r t f o l i a g e .  

Dabbing with a liner brush o f h s  greater control over the 

placement of paint 

For this technique, use a stiff hog-bristle flat brush and unthinncd 

I paint. Dip just the ends ofthc bristles into f u  -strength paint Wipe 

the brush back and forth on the palette to remove excess paint. Wipe 

a little morc paint ofwith a rag. Then, scrub lightly with short strokes. 

Because therc is bartly any paint on the brush, the paint wil l be "hit and 

miss." This irregular application creates a m u t e d  apprancc. 

SPONGING 
Tearoffsmall piecesfrom a common cellulose kitchen sponge. Dip 

them into paint, then apply the paint with a quick dabbing motion. Use 

many df i rent layers of color, h m  light, medium and dark and you 

can make beautiful trees and landscapes. 

Tearing offnew pieces ensures that the edges are difirent every 

time and you won't end upwith repeat patterns. Adry sponge piecewill 

create a more distinct edge; a damp one makes a soh r  impression. 

When the paint gets dry, the sponge becomes hardened; justthrowthe 

pieces away. 

Sometimes you need more control over the paint's application. Dabbing 

means makingtiny spots of pairrtwith a small liner brush. You could use 

this tedrniquem c ~ t e h l i a g +  small fl-rr or patterns in ace. 



ANALYZE THIS STILL LIFE PAINTING 

for the techniques and bmsh strokes 

we have covered so far. Each area of 

the painting was created in a unique 

approach due to the subject's varied tex- 

tures and surfaces. Some surfaces are 

smooth, while some are richly textured. 

These contrasts in textures make for very 

interesting paintings. 

I used my entire color palette for this 

piece. Refer to the swatches on pages 

18-19 to see how I mixed the colors. 

IDENTIFYING BRUSHES 
AND STROKES 
This painting has a lot o f  interesting quali- 

ties due to  its range ofcolors and contrasting 

textures. Identify the type o f  brush used, and 

which type o f  stroke created each area. 

1 Class vase: Filbert brushes, smooth strokes. 

2 Fireplace screen: Flat bristle brushes, dry- 

brushing. 

3 Lace ribbon: Round sable brushes, dabbing 

technique. 

4 Bricks: Filbert brushes, fill-in and dry-brush 

techniques. 

5 Flowers: Round sable brushes, smooth fill- 

in technique. 

6 Fern leaves: Round sable brushes, fill-in and 

dabbing techniques. 

7 Fireplace brass: Filbert brushes, fill-in and 

dry-brush techniques. 

8 Baby's breath: Sponging technique. 

Look 

x'exture Still Life 

16" X 12" (41cm X 30cm) 



The Five Elements of Shading - =I 

I h d y  believe that the findation for any reahtic mdenq 

&s ofthe medium, a n  be fwnd in the five elements 

of shadmg on the sphere. I begm each and every book I write 

with this, and start every new student with this valuable lesson. 

I f  you an mate  a believable and realistic deprction of a sphere 

(for example, a ball on a table), the ability to rrnder & 
elseisnghtatyourfingerbps. 

When rendering a sphere, each ofthe h e  elements will 

camqmd with a shade on a value sale. The sphere on this 

page has been aeated using a m o W t i c  color scheme of 

Burnt Umber and Titanium White. The paint swatdm h t h  

the sphere cormpmd with the h e  elements of shading. Use 

&esed j&ren t~asagu ide .  

1 Full Light This is the white area, where the hght soure is 

hitting the sphere at fun shqth.  

2 Mktd Light: This is a hght gray. M e c k d  hght is always 

found along the edge ofan object and separates the dark- 

ness ofthe shadow edge from the d a d a ~ s  ofthe cast 

shadow, 

3 HaRon= This is a medium It's the area of the sphere 

that's in neither d k c t  light nor shadow. 

4 Shadow Edpc This dark gray is not at the very edge ofthe 

object. It is oppsite the I+t source where the sphere 

cumesawayhmyou. 

5 CastShadow:Thisistfie~toneonyourdrawing.Itis 

always oppite the hght source. In the mse of the sphere, 

itkundemeath,whethe *meets the s&. This 

area is void ofhght because, as the sphere m, it 

block3 light and a s t s  a shadow. 

'Ry the example below, and commit to memory the five ele- 

ments of shadmg. These five elemen& are essential ~n &c 

pain- 



Exercise: Practice the Five Elements of Shading 

Lets paint this sphere together using Ivory Black and Titanium 

White. 

Identifjr where the five elements of shading (see page 28) 

will be, and look at the value scale shown in step I. Look and see 

how the value scale with the brown tones compares with the 

gray tones. It is important to make the depth of tone for each 

box the same for both. For example, the #3 brown tones should 

be the same value, or darkness, as the #3 in gray. If the brown 

scale were copied on a black-and-white photocopier, it would 

look the same as the scale on this page. 

MATERIALS LIST 

Paints 

Ivory Black 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

no. 4 sable or synthetic round 

no. 6 sable or synthetic filbert 

Other 

mechanical pencil 

ruler 

1 Mix Your Colors 

Value #5 is pure Ivory Black. Mix a very 

small amount of Titanium White with 

Ivory Black until you match the #4 dark 

gray. When you are happy with your color, 

take some of the dark gray, and mix a little 

more Titanium White into that to create 

the #3 halftone. Add some more white to 

that to create the #2 light gray. Value #I is 

pure Titanium White. 

2 Draw the Circle 

With a mechanical pencil, trace a perfect circle onto your canvas 

paper. With a ruler, create a border box around the sphere, then 

draw a horizontal line behind the sphere. This will represent a 

table top, and give the illusion of a background area. 



3 Paint the Base Colors 

1 With a dark gray that matches the #4 on your value scale, base in the table top with a 

\, n o . ~ d b r u s h . T h i s b r u s h i s p o i n t y ~ o d ~ g e t t o t h e m m ~ ~ d p ~ ~  

A nwed surface easily. This deep gray will give us a h d a t i o n  to build the rest of the 

painting on. 

To paint the sphere, begin with the d a r M  area h s t  In this m e ,  it is under the 

sphere in the mst shadow. Use the Ivory Black full strengh (#s on the value sde) to 

mate  the ast shadow over the dark gray. Use the same no. 4 round brush 

Switch to the no. 6 soft f l h t  brush, and in the entire sphere with a medium 

mixture. This should match tfie #.j on the value sale. Be sure to completely fill in 
the sphere so that there is no cranyag showing through. 

4 The Awkward Stage 
With the #4 dark gray mixture] apply the shadow edge ofthe 

sphere with a no. 6 suft filbert brush while the medium gray 

paint is still wet The filbert brush will blend the tones together. 

Make surethe shadowis parallelto the edgeofthe sphere, 

allowing the two colors to blend. AUow the dark gray to show 

along the edge ofthe sphere] mating the dected light. 

Whilethepaintissiill~addsomeafthemediumgcaymix- 

turealxmthedafkgrap a n d b l e n d t h e ~ ~ u s i n g l o n g  

~ ~ ~ f o l l o w t h e ~ o f t h e s p h e r e t n ~ t h e  

~ a r a ~ ~ t h e d ~ a r e s m o o t h .  

5 Finish 
With Titanium White, apply the full light area and blend it into 

the halftone using a no. 6 filbert. To make the h&t areas stand 

out, apply s u m  ofthe medium gray mixture behind the sphere 

tocreatethebackgmdThe]Ightedgeofthespherecmtsasts 

against it. 

This is not as easy as it looks, so please do not get m t e d  

Remember, you can go m hnp as many times as you want. 

I oRen will add some paint, and soffly reblend into the paint 

that is already there. I can spend a lot of time trying to get it just 

right. This is all part ofthe challenge! 



Creak Spheres Using 
Complemenfaty Colors 
Practice painting the monochromatic sphere h m  the previ- 

ous exercise. It reany is the foundation for ewqfhmg else yafil 

paint. When you feel you've got it, try painting spheres in cola 

Remember the five values you aeated on page zg? For 

spheres in color, the main color of your sphere is a 3 on the 

value d e .  Mix the Wter vdw (I and a) by a d d q  Xla- 

nium White. Mix the darker values (4 and 5) by adding the 

complement of the main color. As you learned on page ao, 

cofnplements produce a pleasing grayed-down &, fbr 

painting shadows. 

I 
Use Color Complements 
Complementary colors are colors opposite each other on the 

color whcel (see page 17). Using complementary colors will 

he1 p intens@ the colors in your painting. For more on complt 

ments, scc chapter two, page 20. 

i Cadmium R d  Mdiurn 
2 Cadmium Red Medium m i d  with Titanium W h i i  
3 Cadmium Rcd Medium mixed with green (Prussian Blue + Edmium 

Yellow Medium) 

1 Cadmium Yellow Medium 
2 Cadmlum Yellow Medium mlxed wlth Tltanium White 
3 Cadmium Yellow Medium mixed with Vlolet (Alizarin Crlmson + 

Prussian Blue) 

i Green (Prussian Blue + Cadmium Yellow Medium) 
2 Green mixed with T-tanium White 
3 Green mixed with Edmium Red Medium 

1 Prussian Blue 
t Prusslan Blue mlxed with Tltanium White 
3 Prusslan Blue mixed with orange (Cadmium Yellow Medium + Cadmlum 
Red Medium) 



Exercise: Paint Reflections 

It is easy to see, when looking at these grapes, that the five 
MATERIALS LIST 

1 
elements of shading played an important part in creating them. 

While the grapes closely resemble a sphere, the reflections are 

much more extreme and will vary from one grape to another. 

This looks more complex but is much easier to paint than the 

overly controlled surface ofthe spheres. The highlights here do 

not blend out and disappear into the other tones. Here, they are 

stark and can be created with a swipe of the brush. 

Paints 

Cadmium Red Medium 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Ivory Black 

Prussian Blue 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

no. 4 sable or synthetic round 

no. 210 sable or synthetic liner 

Other - 
mechanical pencil 

1 Paint the Base Colors 2 The Awkward Stage 

Begin by lightly drawing three stacked Mix a touch of Ivory Black into the 

circles with your mechanical pencil. Fill Cadmium Red Medium paint to create 

in each one with Cadmium Red Medium a dark red mixture. Apply the "shadow 

using a no. 4 round brush. edge" to each grape using a small round 

brush. Be sure to leave reflected light 

around the edges. Blend and soften the 

tones by brushing the darker color into 

red. With the darker color, be sure to 

create a shadow where one grape over- 

laps another. 

3 Finish 

Using a small pointed brush, such as a 

no. 210 liner, add the shiny look to the 

grapes with llght highlights of Titanium 

White paint. Use brushstrokes that 

follow the round contours of the circle. 



4 Create a Bunch! 
Have even more fun by maring the whole bunch ofgmp. 

Simply sketch in the circles, d repeat the prwious v s s  

over and ove~ 

To mate  the leaves, mix Prussian Blue and Cadmium 

Yellow Medium together to make green. With a round brush, 

5ll  in the leaves with this mkbm. Feel free In make your haves 

lighter than mine if ywdd like. This b a time fbr you to experi- 

ment and have fun. 

Mix some Ivory Black into the green mjxture to aeate the 

veinjng. Use the no. a10 liner brush to mate the d e h t e  1in.a. 

For the areas, add some white into the grem mix 

Use Contrast to Geute Depth 
I always find it so amazing how much color and depth can 

be created with so few colors. Deep shadows and bight high- 

lights make this possible. The exbeme wntrast w n  them 

creates an illusion of shine, which I find very kut i fu l .  



- 

Exercise: Paint Shadows and Highlights 

The grapes on the previous page had very few colors in their 
MATERIALS LIST 

creation. Although this apple is less complex in its shape when 

compared to the grapes (we are dealing with one continuous 

surface instead of many overlapping ones), the color is more 

complicated. Not only do we have variegated color, we also have 

the extreme lighting situation to replicate. All of the colors of 

the apple are affected by intense shadows and bright highlights. 

1 Draw, Then Paint 

the Base Colors 

When I paint, I always create my paint- 

ings with layers. The first layer of paint 

is often very light and transparent. I use 

this first layer as a road map and color 

guide on which to build. 

In the first stage of painting this 

apple, start with a light pencil outline 

first. Apply Cadmium Red Medium and 

Cadmium Yellow Medium with diluted, 

transparent layers using curved bmsh- 

strokes for form. 

Paints 

Alizarin Crimson 

Cadmium Red Medium 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Ivory Black 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

no. 2 sable round 

Other 

mechanical pencil 

2 The Awkward Stage 

Build up color with thicker applications 

of paint using curved strokes to main- 

tain roundness. Add Alizarin Crimson 

into the red for more depth of color. 

Place some Ivory Black around the edges 

of the apple to begin the background. 

Streak the black into the surface of the 

apple to create a shadow edge. At this 

stage the colors will start to mix into one 

another. 

3 Finish 

To finish this piece, continue adding 

layers of paint with the curved strokes, 

allowing the colors to blend together 

somewhat. Look closely, and you can see 

where a brownish hue has been created 

in areas by the red, yellow and black mix- 

ing together. You can also see a touch of 

green where the yellow and black blend- 

ed together. 

Add some Titanium White highlights 

to the upper portion of the apple and tip 

of the apple stem. Draw a square around 

the apple with a ruler, and fiU in the back- 

ground with black. 

Look at the painting of the fruit bowl 

on page 6. You can see how I painted the 

apple in that piece the very same way. 



This simple project in a brown monochromatic color scheme 

will give you some practice going outside the continuous circle 

ofthe sphere. You can see how adding the neck to the pot 

changes the shape and the affects of the five elements of shad- 

ing. Compare this to the sphere on page 28. 

MATERIALS LIST 

Paints 

Burnt Umber 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

no. 4 sable round 

Other 

1 Draw the Pot 

Lightly sketch the pot's outline with a 

mechanical pencil. Be sure it is syrn- 

metrical. hghtly fill in the area with a 

transparent mix of Burnt Umber and 

Titanium White plus a touch of water. 

mechanical pencil 

. q - -  

2 The Awkward Stage 

Create the dark side of the pot with 

Burnt Umber. Follow the contours with 

curved brush strokes. Fill the inner rim 

of the neck as well. 

3 Finish 

Add Titanium White to the Burnt 

Umber, and continue to develop the 

k shape of the pot. You can see how I 

, literally "draw" with paint. My brush- 

i 
strokes create the form with their 

direction. 





Exercise: Practice the Grid Method 
I 

I 

Lets practice using the grid method. The shapes of these wine 

glasses are fairly simple to draw when using the grid method. 

You can use regular paper for this exercise. 

The canvas paper I used for this book is wonderfid for the 

grid method, because pencil lines lift up and are easy to erase 

with a kneaded eraser. It becomes more of a challenge on 

stretched canvas, because of the rougher surface. Stretched can- 

vas, while still erasable in small doses, really holds the graphite 

and will smear. For stretched canvas, I would suggest using a 

projector (see the tip below) to get your outline, so you don't 

have to remove grid lines when you are ready to paint. 

For more practice with the grid method, go through the 

book and practice creating the line drawings of the projects you 

would like to try. Use regular paper at first, just to get the hang 

of the method. When you are comfortable with your ability to 

draw and want to start painting, switch to canvas paper. 

1 Study the graphed example. Really look hard 

and try to see everything as interlocking non- 

sense shapes within each square. 

lsing a Projector 
 you don't want to erase grid lines, 

you can use an art projector to shine an 

image ofa reference photo onto your 

canvas. Adjust the projector until the 

nage fills the canvas the way you want 

,.to, then trace the image lightly onto 

the canvas with a pencil. Art projectors 

are available wherever art and craft 

supplies are sold. 

2 Lightly apply a grid ofone-inch squares to 

your paperwith a mechanical pencil. Using the 

grid as your guide, begin drawing the shapes 

ofthe wine glasses on the canvas paper, one 

box at a time. Go slowly, concentrate on one 

square at a time, and forget you are drawing 

a glass. 

3 When you have accurately drawn the shape 

ofthe glasses, erase the grid with a kneaded 

eraser, and leave just the outline. 



C H A P '  

ITS TIME TO DO OUR FIRST FINISHED PAINTINGS! elements of s h a h  in the back of your mind as you paint (see 

This chaptm start4; offwith a simple subjea: wine glasses. page 28) and an accuraw line drawing, your are well on your 

M t  let the hct that they are made of glass rn you. It is way to great painting. 

actually no harder to paint shiny and transparent t h q s  than Continue thrmrgh all the painting demonstrations in this 

it is to paint apples or grapes. Painting dect ions is merely a chapter and learn how to use shading. backgrounds and color 

matter ofviewing them as patterns of color. lfyou have the five relationships to pint any st i l l  life subject. 

. . 
I.. 



I selected these wine glasses for this exercise because the five 

elements of shading-st shadow, shadow edge, halftone, 

reflected light and full light--are easy to pick out. 

1 Sketch and Paint 

the First Strokes 

Sketch the wine glasses on your canvas 

using the grid method. With a diluted 

mixture of P russian Blue and a small no. 

3 sable or synthetic filbert brush, apply 

some streaks of paint where the shadow 

edge of the glass is. This begins the 

process of creating roundness. 

MATERIALS LIST 

Paints Other 

Ivory Black mechanical pencil 

Prussian Blue ruler 

Titanium White kneaded eraser 

Brushes 

no. 210 liner brush 

no. 3 sable or synthetic filbert 

2 The Awkward Stage 

Use a no. 210 liner brush to paint the 

small stems of the glasses using the 

diluted Prussian Blue from step I. Now 

mix a small amount of Titanium White 

into the Prussian Blue to make it more 

opaque. With the filbert brush, continue 

blocking in the colors. Can you see how 

it is covering the canvas more? At this 

stage you are creating "patterns" of dark 

and light. 

3 Finish 

To deepen the shadow areas, mix some 

Ivory Black into the Pmssian Blue and 

white to create a dark blue-gray. With a 

liner brush, add the blue-gray mixture to 

the shadow edges. The roundness ofthe 

glasses really jumps out now. 

To make the glasses look transparent 

and shiny, take pure white into the high- 

light areas. Paint right over the existing 

painting, which makes the white look 

like it is reflecting off of the outer surface 

of the glass. You are painting blotches 

and patterns of color, which go together 

to create the illusion of glass. 



The wine glasses were a simple project because of the simple 

color scheme and the white background. Now let's try some- 

thing a bit more complicated. This project brings in two new 

elements: a dark background and the use of color. 

1 Do the Drawing 

Use this grid to create an accurate line 

drawing of your own. Lightly draw a grid 

of one-inch squares on your canvas paper 

and then draw what you see one box at a 

time. When you are sure the drawing is 

accurate, remove the grid with a kneaded 

eraser, leaving just the outline of the 

candle holder. 

2 Paint the Candle and Start the Background 

Look at the candle. The five elements of shading are there. The 

stripes of light and dark create the look of a cylinder. The place- 

ment of the lights and darks makes it look rounded. To paint it, 

mix a touch of Cadmium Yellow Medium with Titanium White, 

then add a touch of Burnt Umber. This makes a dark yellow 

ochre color. In addition, create a light and a medium version of 

this color by pulling aside portions of the mix and adding white. 

Create the candle with vertical brushstrokes and a filbert 

brush. Start with the llghtest color mixture first, and then blend 

the darker colors into it. The patterns are important in creating 

the look of a cylinder. Save some of this yellow for step 3. 

Start to fill in the background with Ivory Black. The dark 

background will create the llght edges of the subject. 

Let the Darks Create 

the Lights 
Ratherthan outlining objects, let dark 

colors create the edges for light areas. In 

this painting, we can create the light out- 

side edges ofthe candle holder by filling 

in the black background around it. 

MATERIALS LIST 

Paints 

Burnt Umber 

Cadmium Red Medium 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Ivory Black 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

no. 4 sable or synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

no. 1 liner brush 

EanvasorCanvas Paper 

9" x 7" (23cm x l8cm) 

Other 

mechanical pencil 

kneaded eraser 



Si 

r '- 3 The Awkward Stage 

k Finish 6llmg in the background to crate all of the outside 

edges. Fill in some of the smaller bla& areas inside of the 

candle holder. h k  at these areas objectively as small shaper;, 

L and assign each o m  a cola Any subject is easier to repbte if 

B 
you think ofit as pwzk pieces. 

Mix a gray using black and white and apply it with a no. a L m u n d r n t h e l ~ t u ~ a s o f t h e g l a g s . A d d ~ o f t h e ~  

from step a into the lower rght side ofthe glass. Thig is where 

&e color of the candle b reflected in the glass. 

Add a touch of cadmium Red Medium Burnt Umber. 

Look at the areas where I used this warm brown tone, and apply 

b your painting mmdmgly with a small liner brush 

4 Finish 
To fdsh the painting conhue 6 h g  in areas with patterns 

of color using a no. z rmmd. Add M u m  Yellow Medium to 

some areas to mate the b k  of golddored m d .  

To make the glass lwk real, mix some wbik and yekw 

together and dryhush it into the glass with d brush- 

strokes in create peflectons. Just as in the wine glass d s e  

on page 39, the IhigMghts curve to m t e  the roundness ofthe 

glass. 

To make the m d e  flame, mix an orange at of Cadmium 

Yellow Medium and Gdmium Red Medium. It is the p& 

fidnngtouch. 



A Close A -5r;;ser Look 

THIS PEWTER MUG WAS PAINTED 

using all of the same colors we used for 

the glass candle holder in the previous 

demonstration. You can see how reflec- 

tions on pewter are painted the same way 

as reflections on glass. 

Again, the five elements of shad- 

ing (see page 28) were used to make the 

mug look rounded. The reflections were 

applied vertically but curved following 

the mug's rounded contours. I created 

the look of brushed pewter by taking 

some white and drybmshing the texture 

in a horizontal stroke across the paint I 

had already applied. 

Compare the mug to the candle 

holder on the previous page. You can see 

all of the same colors. The handles are 

almost identical in the way that they were 

painted. 

Pewter Mug 

11%" X 9%" (29cm X 24cm) 

1 Full light 

2 Dry-brushing for pewter look 

3 Halftone 

4 Reflected light 

5 Shadow edge 

6 Cast shadow 



D E M O N S T R A T I O N  

I selected this decanter for its beautiful patterns and texture. It 
MATERIALS LIST I 

may seem a bit daunting at first with all of the delicate details, 

but subjects like this are actually easier than you might think. 

The object is made up of geometric patterns that go together 

much like pieces of a puzzle. I like working in just black and 

white. It gives a dramatic look and helps illustrate the extreme 

shine of the crystal. 

Paints 

Ivory Black 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

no. 3 sable or synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

no. 2 sable or synthetic liner 

Canvas or Canvas Paper 

16" x 12" (41 cm x 30cm) 

Other 

mechanical pencil 

kneaded eraser 

A GRAPHED PHOTO 
This graphed photo will help 

you draw the decanter and all of 

the small shapes and patterns. 

1 Draw the Decanter 

Lightly draw a grid of one-inch squares on your canvas paper, 

and then draw what you see in the graphed photo (at left), 

one box at a time. When you are sure the drawing is accurate, 

remove the grid with a kneaded eraser, leaving just the outline. 

Now you are ready to paint! 



2 Start the Background 3 The Awkward Stage 
With pure Ivory Black and a no. 3 sable or synthetic filbert Finish painting the backgmmd so that the sides dthe deanter 

brush, apply paint around the edge ofthe decanter and into the are fully d e m i .  Continue blodung in the details ofthe glass. 

bedcground. W~th a no. z round brush, add some dark strokes At this siage you are merely creating "patterns" of dark and 

into &e glass to begin the patterns. h& L o o k a t t h e p h o t o ~ ~ o n p a g e ~ ~ f o r p r o p e r p ~  

ment of the pattern pieces. Howrwr, do not be upset ifyou 

dodt apture every minute detail; he illusion ofmt c r y d  win 

still come through 

Atthis slage I haveusedodylvory BlackThewhiteyou see 

here is just the white ofthe anvas. 



4 Finish 

Continue M o p i n g  the dark patterns. 

T h e  patterns help create the illusion of 

roundness and form, so follow the curves 

of the decanter With a no. a liner brush, 

add some Xtanium White on top of the 

black lines that d e h e  the glass's pattern. 

Be careful to follow the contours of the 

pattmmastheygoaroundtheglass.Can 

you see how the cums ofthe patterns 

create the form? The roundness ofthe 

glassisnowveryobvious. 

Place more pure white into the h@- 

light areas. 

Notice that you have not painted 

"mnsparmtlf to make glass. You paint- 

ed patterns ofhght and dark that went 

togeher to mate the illusion ofglass. 



As with the glass patterns in tfie dmnter on page 43, it is not 

impmiant to be overly m t e  with the area of the plant in this 

pain- It is just a conglumeration of h&t and dafk shapes 

that creates the illusion ofplant life. This painting is not as 

black and white as the one before; it uses more gray tones to 

mpture the scene. 

A GRAPH ED 

PHOTO 
Use this graphed 

photograph to 

create an accurate 

line drawing dthe 

patio flower pot. 

1 Draw the Subject 
Lqhtly draw a grid of orwinch squares on your mvas paper, 

and then draw what you see one box at a time. Much of his  

a mishmash of shapes, so just get the important ones. It will 

really come bgehm when you start to paint. When you are sure 

pu have enough infbmation, remove the gnd with a headed 

eraser, leaving just the outhe. 

MATERIALS LIST 

Ivory Black 

Titanium W h i i  

Bruskes 

no. 4 sable or synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sablc or synthetic round 

no. 2 sablc or synthetic liner 

Camas or Camas P a p  

14x11'  (36cmx2lcm) 

ww 
mechanical pencil 

beaded eraser 



2 Start the Shadows and Background 

Create a medium gray with Ivory Black and Titanium White 

and apply it to the backgmmd with a no. 4 filbert brush. Let 

the bacEEgraund gray extend into the area where the plants 

will go later. 

Add a bit more Ivory Black to the mixture, mating a 

d a r h  gray, and paint in the base ofthe concrete stand 

With pure Ivory Black, paint in the strip of darkness along 

the horizon line. 

3 The Awkwad Stage 

Continue to "bid kf the patterns with tlw no. 4 filbert, 

striving for smooth and even cowrage. The backgmmd, the 

f;oregroundandthepotareallvariousshahofgray,h 

IIght  ton^ to dark The flowerpot has a round surface, so look 

fbr the h&t suurce and remember the five elements ofsbadmg 

when painting it. 

Paint the foliage on the right side with Ivory Black and a 

no. 2 round brush, painting right over the baclrground. 

Also with the no. a round and lvwy Black, paint Ih b e p -  

ning ofthe patterns that represent the plants in the pot It is 

just an illusion created by blobs of paint, so paint My, concen- 

trating on the overall shape you are trying to make, not on the 

plaoement of every little leaf and M. 

Everyhng at this stage of& painting is just bl& in for 

shape and tone. 



4 Finish 

The final touches of the painting an take 

a whileI but as you can seel it is worth the 

effort. W~th Titanium White and the no. 

a liner brush, mate  the small details and 

the hghhghb. These bright areas add a 

new dhemhofdepthtothepainting 

and really capture the hght suurce ofthe 

outer su&ces. The full h&t can dearly 

be seen on the right side of the planter 

and an the leaves. 



I like to play colors off each other. In this piece, the colors of 

the peaches enhance the color of the teapot. This is because red 

and green are opposites on the color wheel (see page 17), and 

placing them side by side always creates a good color contrast. 

You can see another complementary color scheme in use here 

as well. The colors blue and orange are opposites, so the sky 

color helps illuminate the orange colors of the peaches and the 

orange colors reflected on the tabletop. 

This is a good project for practicing your strokework. This 

painting was mostly done with the no. 3 filbert bmsh, and long 

"fill in" strokes. When painting in long strokes, it is important 

to follow the contours of the object you are painting. In this 

example, curved strokes create the roundness of the teapot, 

straight strokes create the flat surface of the table, and horizon- 

tal strokes give the illusion of a sky in the background. 

A GRAPHED PHOTO 
The graph will help you drawthis still life scene. 

MATERIALS LIST 

Paints 

Burnt Umber 

Cadmium Red Medium 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Ivory Black 

Prussian Blue 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

no. 3 sable or synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sable or synthetic liner 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

Canvas or Canvas Paper 

16" x 12" (41 cm x 30cm) 

Other 

mechanical pencil 

kneaded eraser 

1 Draw the Still Life 
Create an accurate line drawing on your canvas paper using the 

grid method. When you are satisfied with your drawing, erase 

the grid lines. 



2 Black In the Colors 
Block in the colors of the painting, using a no. a round fw 

smaller areas such as the teapot's spout and handle and a no, 

3 f l k t  for large, open areas. Pay attention to the djrection of 

your bru9hstrokes: Let them fdow the contours ofthe objm 

to begin mating their forms. 

With the no. j filbert and a mixhw of Prussian Blue and 

TI* White, paint the sky with horizontal s-hh. Save 

some ofthis color on your palette; it will be r e f b e d  into the 

teapot and the tabletop later on. 

Paint the peaches with a mixture of M u m  Red Medium 

and Cdmium Yellow Medium, Add a touch of Burnt Umber 

into the M u m  Red Medium for the shadow areas. 

Mix a jade green with Titanium White, M u m  Yellow 

Medium, Prusr;ian Blue and a touch of Ivory Black to gray it. 

Use this to paint dw teapot Save this color on your palette. 

Paint the brown bible with a mix of&Imt Umber, W u m  

Red Medium and M u m  Yellow Medium. 

3 The Awkward Stage 
For this step, use the same mlm, but apply them mare heav- 

ily fbr more wverage. A p n ,  the brushskokes in this piece are 

very important for mating the fonns, espeaally those of the 

teapot and the peaches. To sate the fine lines seen on the edge 

ofthe teapot and its lid, use a no. a liner brush fbr more preci- 

sion. Use lvwy Black fbr contrast, es-y in the handle. 

Create Form With YOUP 
Brushstro kes 
Make sure your brushstrokes always 

bllowthe contours ofthe surface you 

a n  painting. 

I- 



I t a r  a Finished LOOK, I 
Completely Cover the 

Compare the final painting to step 3, 
and you can really see the difference 

it makes when you take the time to 

completely cwer the canvas and 

smooth out the shading and edges. 

This atra care is what takes a paint- 

ing from "the awkward stage" to a 

finished work dart! 

<!]I I 

4 Finish 
Using the no. a liner brush and the same 

colors as in the previous step, smooth 

out the m s  and dean up the edges. 

Make sure the paint completely covers 

the canvas. Use gome Titanium White to 

add a fkw hqgldqhts: on the rim and belly 
- - 

ofthe pot. 

Peachen and Teapot 

16" X 12" (41cm X aOcm) 
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D E M O N S T R A T I O N  

This is a wonderful painting using earth tones. The brownish 
MATERIALS LIST 

hues give it a natural feel, and gray tones give the illusion of 

real ceramic. Look around the painting, and you will see the 

brown tones reflected into every surface. This reflecting and 

distributing of light is essential to a good painting. Tying in the 

colors of your subject with its environment makes a painting 

look more realistic. 

A GRAPHED 
PHOTO 
Use the graphed 

photo to  achieve 

your foundation 

shapes on the 

canvas. 

Paints 

Burnt Umber 

Cadmium Red Medium 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Ivory Black 

Prussian Blue 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

no. 4 sable or synthetic flat 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

no. 2 sable or synthetic liner 

Canvas or Canvas Paper 

8" x 10" (20cm x 25cm) 

mechanical pencil 

kneaded eraser 

1 Draw the Subject 

Use the graphed photo at left to create 

an accurate line drawing on your canvas 

paper. Remove the grid lines on your 

canvas when you are happy with your 

drawing. This is a fairly simple subject 

to sketch. 



2 Paint the Foundation Color 
Well, this m h h l y  doesrIt la& like 

much, but it is an im-t fmt layer 

Min Burnt Umber; Edmium Red Medi- 

um and a touch of W u m  Yellow 

Medium, dilute it with some water, and 

& this in using a no. 4 flat brush. 

Use dqonal  brushstcokes ta skrt indi- 

sting the wood grain of the tibleaop. kt 

yourbrubtrokez~dintotheareas 

where the bowl and other objects will 

be painted Thig assum good coverage 

inthel-Whenyouetthe 

objects in the TI& step, you d t  have 

to worry about gap between he objects' 

e==dthe-. 

3 The Awkward Stage 

Now it is time b m z t e  the form of the 

place setting. with other colors. Continue 

"drawing" in the shapes with a no. a 

raund brush and diluted paint. M a k  the 

hshstrokes o ~ t  with the shape 

of the objects. You an see the ruundness 

and ckw&rence ofthe h w l ,  dish and 

glass within the brush strokes. At this 

stage, establish the d color ofthe 

objects, using different toms to create 

the shadows and hghlghts. Use black 

tones inthe shadow areas andin the 

~ o f ~ s ~ . W h e n p u  

mate the shadows, *re also indicating 

the direction of the light source. 



P h  Setting 

8" x 10" (2Ocm x 2 h )  

4 Finish 

Most of this step is done with the no. a round brush. Continue There are a lot of d e c b n s  on the objects in this piece. 

to build layers of color for good cxwerage, ushg distinct brush- Once the paint layers have been Mt up, use the small liner 

strokes &at are con&tent with the shapes. Use a small liner brush and Titanium White to creak the small edgs- of dected 

brush with Ivory Black and Titanium White to maate the lights IIght along the rims of the Mziaus surfam. Y w  an see these 

and darks around the rims ofeach obj- edges on the rim ofthe bowl, the rim of the plate, the rim of the 

You an see that the ceramic has a bit of a mauve color to it. glass and along the edges of the silverware. Use Ivory Black the 

You actually do not need any blue to mate &is color. Simply same way fbr the dark contrast along these m. 
add a tau& of Ivory W to a mixture of Burnt Umber and 

White. There is, how eve^, a touch of Prussian Blue in the subtle 

green seen dected in the drinking glass. 



D E M O N S T R A T I O N  

I 

MATERIALS LIST 
Complementary colors can make a painting come alive. Red 

is my favorite color. I love it for its brilliance and vibrancy. To 

enhance red, use its opposite on the color wheel, green. Look at 

the graphed reference photo and you can see how much more 

impact my version has than the photo. 

Paints 

Burnt Umber 

Cadmium Red Medium 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Ivory Black 

Prussian Blue 

1 Draw the Subject 

Follow the graphed example, and create 

this line drawing on your canvas paper. 

Simplif) the plants to create a more dra- 

matic painting. When your drawing is 

accurate, erase the grid lines. 

not become a human copy machine. You can 

make changes to  improve your composition. 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

no. 3 sable or synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

no. 2 sable or synthetic liner 

Canvas or Canvas Paper 

16" x 12" (41 cm x 30cm) 

Other 

mechanical pencil 

kneaded eraser 



2 Paint the Background and the Red Claps 3 The Awkward Stage 

With M u m  Red Medium and a no. 3 filbert brush, fill in Create an e m d  p e m  mlor by mixing a dab of Prugsian 

dw hckgmmd areas, i n d m  those between the leaves, (Use Blue into some Gdmium Yellow Medium. Use this and a no. 

a no. a round fbr smaller areas.) Red an be a color, and a d to fill in the larger leaves and the base of the other shot 

you may need to use a couple of coats. Paint in the base ofthe glass. Add more yellow to the mix to get a hghw green, and use 

shot glass on the right Add some red inside the glass= to indi- &is to f iU in the stems and remaining lea=. 

atethattheyaretmsprent To giw the h c k g m d  some depth oftone, Zike an illusiun 

of shadows, add some Ivory Black to Gdmium Red Medium 

and place this darkened red into the corners and along the area 

above the bble line. This biantly gives the painting more 

impact. 

With Burnt Umber, fill in the area along the bottom edge of 

the painting to suggest a wooden tabletop. layer on some Ivory 

Black to mate  a ghadow undermath the tablecloth. 



1 4 Finish 
This final step is a h g h y  one with 

many mall details, Fill in the tablecloth 

with a a ~ t  ofTitanium White. Then add 

shadows to it with a bluegray mixture 

made of'I"1tmium White, Ivory Black and 

a touch of Prussian Blue. The "rolls" in 

the hbric resemble qlinders and have all 

ofthe five elements of s h a h  we saw in 

the sphere on page 29. Correaly captur- 

ing these hght and dark areas will d t  

in convincing fblds. 

Add more ofthe dark red h m  step 3 

into the badcgmmd. Use the dry-brush 

technique (see page a6) witfi a 6lbert 

brush to blend this darker red into the 

first la ye^ of red. Addmg the darlmesa 

helps mate  a natural i3arnmwork, lead- 

I ing the eye into the center of the painting 
and to the main focal point. 

W~th a liner brush, add all of the mall 

E ~ t o t h e m a u y s u r h e s o f t h i s p i ~ ,  
--,: ,,,,-- 

hd&~:;,;b: ;,b,,i,ili,id 
For instame, add d streak~ ofw 

and dark green to the leaves to make 

them look like phrlodendrans. Add hght 

edges to same ofthe learn and to the 

stems. 

a Realistic Look 
Can you see how the base color of 

each glass is reflected up intothe glass 

itselRTheir colors are also dected 

onto the whitebblecloth. To create 

the r d d  colors on thetablecloth, 

I used the same scrubbing method as 

Add hght edges to the rims of the 

glasses and inside the glasses where 

the stems come Thege small 

swipes ofwhite & the glass look very 

d d v e .  

For the bases of the shot glasses, use 

dabs and streaks ofwhite and black to - Grsclos give them fbnn and patterns. These 
16" X 12" (41cm X h) 

patterns make the bases look muded. 

They also make the glass appear to be 

"bubbled" inside. 



I landscap P 

LANDSCAPES ARE ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR become prof~cient at any skiU requires constant practice and 

subjects fbr artists. Not only do they provide beautiful colors to repetition. Skies and water are a good subject on which to 

mpture (as in the skies and seascapes we will mver h t ) ,  the and perfea your painting M s .  I d t  think of a better 

additional subject ma- within a landsape helps tell a story. way to get used to the fkel of the painhrush in your hand. You 

The prwiaus chapte~~ gave you the infirmatian required can a h  refer back to the brushwork d s e s  and e ~ a ~ p l e s  on 

to help you paint anything you want to paint in ac ryk  To pages a3-27. 



I 

EMONSTRATION 

M O N O C H R O M A T I C  S E A S C A P E  

A scene such as this one looks much more m p h t e d  than 

the projects in earlier chapters, but it is actually exkmely 

simple. Bemuse of the Wand-white color scheme in this 

project, p can really coneenkite on the  ton^ and painting 

kchnqw. Another nice t h q  about an outdoor scene such 

as this is you dorit have to use the grid method to get it on the 

paper b u s e  accuracy of shapes is not aitid to a hit land- 

smpe painting. 

In this piece you will also get b practice blendmg tones 

smoothly on the mvas. 

MATERIALS LIST I 
Paints 

Ivory Black 

Titanium White 

Brush- 

no. 8 sable or synthetic flat 

no. 2 sable or synthetic rnund 

no. 2 sable or synthetic filbert 

no. 1 sable or synthetic liner 

Camsd w Canvas P a p  

1 2 ' x 1 6  (3Ocmx41cm) 

Other 1 
mechaniar l pencil 

ru let 

1 Plan Your Composition 
Outdam scenes start with a simple horizon line (I). This is 

where the sky (a) and the ground or water (3) meet. As a general 

rule for any landsape, be d not cut your composition 

d y  in halfwith the horizon Zinc. Ifyou do, the viewer's 

eye worit know what to fwu on h~ Place the horizon either 

above the middle of your canvas (to ernphasjx the ground or 

water area) or below it (to emphasize the sky area). 

For the seascape that b e p  on the next page, we will place 

the horizon line above the middle ofthe anvas. 

1 Horizon line 
2 Sky area 

3 Gmund or water area 



" V 

~ o r i  down, d u a l l y  a d i n ~  mare white - - 
tothemixtomakethegroundllghteras 

you approach &e bottom ofthe mm. 

i 3 The Awkward Stage 

htis a very dark p y a h o s t  blacl- I and Daint the m d  a l m  the shorehe. 



I , ' .  - '. 
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4 Finish 
Mix a light gray and paint waves with meephg strokes and a no. a fdbea brush 

Study my m p l e  and watch the diredon ofthe flow, and how they work off ofthe 

rocks. Let the diredon of your brushsimks depxt the movement ofthe w a t e ~  

Thin some pure Imny Black with water to an inklike consistenq, but do not let 

it hcome tmqwent. Paint the reeds with long, qui& tapering strokes of a no. I 

liner brush s m t h g  at the hmm of each reed Refer to page a5 for the technique. 

Add the little leaves with smaU dab- h the tip ofthe liner brush. I like the way 

the black silhouette ofthe r d s   con^^ ag;iinst the shore. The light& wave area 

at the shoreline seems to g h  between the reeds. 

The AtZadc In W h t e r  

From a photograph 

by Janet Dibble Wellenberger 

12" X 16" (3Ocm X 41cm) 



D E M O N S T R A T I O N  I 

This painting is done using the same colors as the previous 

demonstration on pages 59-61, but this time we are adding 

some Pmssian Blue-and this time, the horizon line is below 

the center of the canvas, placing the emphasis on the sky. For 

such a beautiful painting it certainly is an easy one to do! 

MATERIALS LIST 

Paints 

Ivory Black 

Prussian Blue 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

no. 6 sable or synthetic flat 

no. 4 sable or synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

hake brush (for blending) 

Canvasorcanvas Paper 

9" x 12" (23cm x 30cm) 

Other 

mechanical pencil 

ruler 

1 Draw the Horizon and Base In the Colors 

Draw the horizon line with your ruler and pencil. Mix a sky- 

blue color with Pmssian Blue and Titanium White. Paint the 

sky with your no. G flat bmsh, working from the top down and 

adding white as you go. Use your hake bmsh to help the colors 

blend. Some streaking will give your sky atmospheric move- 

ment. Let the sky color overlap the ground area a bit. 

Fill in the entire water area with pure Pmssian Blue on the 

no. G flat bmsh. Use a horizontal back-and-forth stroke. If some 

streaks show, thafs okay; they'll become part of the water's 

surface look. 

2 The Awkward Stage 

Using a no. 4 filbert, paint the largest mountain range with the 

sky color from step I mixed with a bit of Ivory Black. Lighten 

the mix on your palette with a little Titanium White, then add 

the smaller mountain. Now add more black into the mix and 

create the darkest mountain in front of the other two. Be sure 

that all of them end at the horizon line, and that the horizon 

looks straight. 

Add streaky clouds with Titanium White, using a no. 2 

round bmsh and horizontal strokes. It is okay to allow the color 

behind them to show through. The horizontal bmshstrokes 

help maintain the feeling of atmosphere and wind movement. 



3 Finish Jamaica 

9" x 12" (23cm x 30cm) 
Dekd the water with quick hmhond streaks ofTitanium White on a no. 2 round 

brush, c~eathg a mirror reflection ofthe white clouds in the middle. For the rest of 

the water, use the same quick horizontal stokes, but vary the colors from dark to hght. 

The result will be a feeling of water mavement and sparkling sunshine. I painted this 

from a photo I took on one of my *art misd in Jamaica. Amazmgly, these were the 

actual mlors ofthe scene; I haverlt altered them fbr this painting. Beautiful! 



D E M O N S T R A T I O N  

Sometimes an entire scene can be created from a sky alone. 

Clouds have a way of creating their own story and composition. 

The bonus to a sky composition is that it requires no horizon 

lines or grids! AU you need is a free spirit and some paint! The 

sky offers you the opportunity to experiment to your heart's 

desire, because there is no right or wrong. 

MATERIALS LIST 

Paints 

Prussian Blue 

Titanium White 

REFERENCE PHOTO 
I love this photograph. It shows the full soft- 

ness o f  billowy clouds. I particularly like the 

way the colors ofthe clouds in  this photo 

range from very white to  pale blue to  the dark 

blue ofthe large cloud's underbelly. The sense 

ofdistance is evident in the way the clouds get 

smaller as they recede into the background. 

Brushes 

no. 6 sable or synthetic flat 

no. 4 sable or synthetic filbert 

CanvasorCanvas Paper 

8" x 10" (20cm x 25cm) 

1 Paint the Base Colors 
Add a touch of Titanium White to Prus- 

sian Blue to create a medium blue. With 

wide sweeping strokes, cover the upper 

portion ofthe canvas. Be sure to add a 

touch of water to the paint to make it 

smooth, but it still needs to be opaque. 

The sky is darker at the top and gets 

lighter the closer it gets to earth. So as 

you work down, add a bit more white 

paint to the mixture to create more of 

a sky blue. Continue down the canvas, 

lightening as you go. Use rapid strokes 

while the paint is wet to soften the tones 

into a very gradual color transition. 



2 The Awkward Stage 

Using pure ntanium White, create the 

shapes ofthe clouds with your 6lbert 

brush. Do not make the paint so thick 

that it builds up. We dodt want mugh 
texhareforfl~@douds. lightlyblendthe 

white into the bedcgwnxnd to make the 

Qouds are laymed and have dimen- 

sion. To give them form and make them 

look full, blend  shad^ ofllue, from dark 

to light, into the white using a no. 4 

3 Finish 
Add the s h a h  ofthe clouds with 

many varied shades ofprussian Blue. 

The more shades yw use, the more 

realistic your painting will be. Some of 

the clouds are painted *light over dare  

while o&ers are "dark over light." 

The wonderfir1 thing a b u t  acrylic 

paint is the ability to keep layering 

and adding lights and darks, blending 

them together as you go. Don't give 

up too soon! It t a k  practice to learn 

brush contnrl. ~t also takes time to 'A 1 
build up realistic details. 



D E M O N S T R A T I O N  

If you are lucky enough to travel far from home, you'll get to see 

the sky in a different environment-and wen if you don't travel, 

the sky right where you live is a constantly changing show of 

color and llght. Keep a camera handy just in case nature decides 

to give you a photo opportunity. 

To complete this painting, you will use all of the blending 

techniques we have already covered; you'll just change the 

colors. This sky has a lot of movement. The horizontal streaks 

are very apparent, so you can use the paint strokes to your 

advantage by letting them show instead of blending the strokes 

perfectly. 

MATERIALS LIST 

Paints 

Alizarin Crimson 

Cadmium Red Medium 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Ivory Black 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

no. 6 sable or synthetic flat 

no. 4 sable or synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

Canvas or Canvas Paper 

12" x 16" (30cm x 41 cm) 

Other 

mechanical pencil 

1 Sketch, Then Paint Base Colors 

Find your horizon line and lightly draw it on the canvas with a 

pencil. This horizon line is very dose to the bottom of the page, 

dowing for a huge sky scene. On your palette, you will need 

your warm colors: Cadmium Yellow Medium, Cadmium Red 

Medium and Alizarin Crimson. You will also need Ivory Black 

and Titanium White. 

Mix a variety of coral colors on your palette using Cadmium 

Red Medium, Cadmium Yellow Medium and a touch of Tita- 

nium White. It is not important to exactly match each color I've 

used. As with all  outdoor scenes, you'll paint from back to front. 

With your flat brush, start laying in the colors of the sky. Look 

where the sky is lighter due to the sun, and block in some yel- 

low and white. This is where the sun glow will come from. 

Now create the redness of the sky by streaking in the other 

warm colors with the no. G flat brush. Dilute the paint so 

you can move it quickly. Transparent mixtures are okay. My 

students call this my "slapping-in stage"! You can see where I 

used a wide range of reds, from light ones (tints) to dark ones 

(shades). Have fun applying quick strokes of color. There is no 

set "recipe" here, no right or wrong. 

Take some Alizarin Crimson and Cadmium Red and mix in 

a touch of Ivory Black. Paint this dark color along the horizon 

line. Add some of the colors from the sky area into the water 

area for the mirror image affect. 



A 2 The Awkward Stage 
Buildup the paintwiththe samemlorsyouusedin step I. Use 

less water now so that the paint is more opaque and an cover up 

the cmvas. Use qu~& horizontal strokes to mate  the e e s 9  

ofthe slrj. Unlike the paintings in earlier dmmsbtions, this sky 

does not have to be repeatedly blended fbr i r m d  e t i o n s  of 

dm. 

3 Finish 

When you like the colors of your paint- 

ing and you have completely covered the 

anvas witfi a smooth a p p W n  of color, 

you can add hishmg t o w k .  Add the 

sparkle ofthe water where it d e c k  the 1 
sun using whik paint. Double-chd the 

painting to be sure & is amred, 

beause once the trees go in, there is no 

redoing the lwkgmmd. 

LLghtly draw in the ofthe palm 

trees with your medunid pencil. You 

a n  add some more trees ifyodd like. Do 

notdrawineverypalmfrond,howewr; 

thoge will be created with your brush. 

Thin down some Ivory Black with a 

touch of w a b  Make it thin enough to 

flow, but not so thin that it becwnes -parent and streaky. 1211 x 16" (30cm x 41cm) 

Fill in the trunk with thig black mixture and a no. 2 round 

brush. the end and become thinner. If you pakt h the *outside ir2" 
Before you add tlw palm hnds, I suggest you p c h  h t  the ends will be wide and unnatural-lookmg. 

on a s m p  piece of m s .  Paint them with quick, very small Be sure to add a little bit of sand at the lmtbm., so your trees 

strokes, h the stem outward This way the lineg will taper at look planted! 



D E M O N S T R A T I O N  

T O R M  C L O U D S  

I viewed this sunset right from my porch in Kansas. We have 

some pretty intense weather here (remember The Wizard of 

Oz?) and this was the scene as a thunderstorm was rolling in. 

The difference between this painting and the one on page 67 

is that here we have more color changes and more contrasts in 

color. There is also no foreground subject matter to deal with 

this time. 

This sky has a distinct sense of distance within it. The 

yellow glow of the sun seems much farther back, while the 

clouds seem very dose. This is due to the intense contrast 

between the two. 

-- r -_- 1 Paint the Sky's Base Colors 

MATERIALS LIST 

Paints 

Alizarin Crimson 

Cadmium Red Medium 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Ivory Black 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

no. 6 sable or synthetic flat 

no. 4 sable or synthetic filbert 

9" x 12" (23cm x 30cm) 

CanvasorCanvas Paper 

16" x 12" (41 cm x 30cm) 

Mix Titanium White with a touch of Cadmium Yellow Medium. 

Thin the mix with water so it will move easily but not so much 

that it becomes transparent. Apply this pale yellow starting at 

the top of the canvas with a flat brush and sweeping back-and- 

forth strokes. Alternate with strokes of pure white, then blend 

the yellow and white into each other. 

As you work down the canvas, add more and more Cadmi- - 
um Yellow Medium to create warmth. Mix a touch of Cadmium 

Red Medium into the yellow to create orange, and add that into 

your sky at the bottom. Streaky brushstrokes are okay they will 

suggest the movement of air. 

2 The Awkward Stage 

To create colors for the clouds, start with the yellows and 

oranges you mixed for the background and add some Alizarin 

Crimson to them. This will give you deeper reds and pinkish 

colors. Streak these onto the canvas with horizontal strokes and 

a flbert bmsh. Use many different tones-whatever's on your 

palette. 

Now, mix touches Ivory Black into the colors on your palette 

and streak the resulting browns, mauves, corals and grays onto 

your sky. This is the fun part. Be creative, but do not completely 

cover up the light sky you painted in step I. Make layers and let 

the light glow of the sky show through from the distance. 



3 Finish 

Continue adding layers of paint until 

the canvas is covered and you like your 

painting. If you love the color orange, go 

ahead and use more. Or add more red if 

you like. Study my painting to see where 

I streaked in the merent colors. 

Add the pure black silhouette of the 

hill on the bottom, and you are finished! 

.#,*",,-y 
-W&r+. 

'I- , , . ---- 
. ' I .  

Before the Storm 

16" X 12" (41cm X 30cm) 



This painting project is similar to the preceding ones in this 

chapter, but we're adding an element-the road-that creates 

perspective. In this project yodll learn how to use the technique 

of foreshortening to create the appearance of depth and per- 

spective on a flat piece of canvas. 

1 Paint the Base Color, Then Draw 

Mix a medium gray using Ivory Black and Titanium White and 

cover your canvas to look like mine. Let dry. 

With your mechanical pencil, draw in the horizon line. Use 

a very light touch to keep from scratching the paint. The hori- 

zon line, where the lakeshore meets the mountains, is below 

the center point of the canvas. 

Draw in the highway as well. It is a large upside-down V 

shape. This piece is a dear demonstration of foreshortening. 

The highway is receding (getting smaller) as it heads into the 

background, which illustrates a huge amount of distance. 

MATERIALS LIST 

Paints 

Ivory Black 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

no. 4 sable or synthetic filbert 

CanvasorCanvas Paper 

9" x 12" (23cm x 30cm) 

3ther 

mechanical pencil 

- 
2 The Awkward Stage 

With pure Ivory Black, base in the mountain range that creates 

the horizon line. Fill in the V-shaped areas of ground on either 

side of the highway. At this stage, you already have a feel for the 

landscape and the distance. 

1 Create Depth With I 
Foreshortening 
Look at step 3 and compare the width 

ofthe road at the bottom ofthe can- 

vas with where it disappears into the 

distance. Common sense tells us that 

the road is the same width all the way 

back, but it appears to get smaller. This 

is called foreshortening, and it is an 

important technique that will give your 

paintings a feeling ofdepth and space. 



3 Finish 
A Trip ta L m h  George 

9" x 12" (29cm x 3Ocm) 
Mix a IIght gmy and start placing the clouds. Once you like &e shape and movement 

ofthem, add pure Xtanium White to them to make them appear flufFy. Add some 

dark gray clouds, s- them into the Zlghter ones fbr more depth oftone and 

sense ofdistance. 

Go into the solid black areas ofthe mountain and the ground and give them some 

very subde texture with a dark gmy. This gray is just one tone Wter than bladr, but it 

helps keep things h 1- &t 

With hght gray, add the the to the the- Just two w-gray Zincs are enough 

to a dection. Add the highway divider lines. With a lighter gray, sstreak the 

hghway pavemmt, keeping consistent with the V shape. Make the pavement lighter 

as it fades into the dishme. 



D E M O N  

Trees are an important element for landscape painting. Entire 

books have be written just on how to draw and paint the many 

varieties of trees. We've already learned how to paint a palm tree 

(see page 67). This simple project will give you some practice 

painting evergreens. 

I've used a monochromatic color scheme, but not because 

I wanted to skimp on color. This foggy scene in Vermont really 

looked like this. AU I could see were various shades of green 

fading in and out of the morning mist. Notice that the trees 

appear to get lighter as they recede into the distance. In this 

project you will learn how to use that phenomenon, called 

atmospheric perspective, to create depth in a landscape. 

Usually I paint the sky first and then work back to front. 

This time, however, I am going to leave the sky white. 

Atmospheric Perspective 
Elements receding into the background o f a  landscape appear 

not only smaller, but also lighter in  color the farther back they 

are. Also, the farther back something is, the more ofthe sky 

color it will take on. This is called atmospheric perspective. 

MATERIALS LIST 

Paints 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Ivory Black 

Prussian Blue 

Titanium White 

Brushes 1 no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

no. 4 bristle flat 

no. 2 sable or synthetic 

liner brush 

Canvasorcanvas Paper 

10%" x 10%" (27cm x 27cm) 

1 Rough In the Tree Shapes 
You'll start this painting by drawing the trees in with paint. 

Mix a small amount of Prussian Blue into some Cadmium 

Yellow Medium to create a green mixture. Then add some 

Titanium White to make a pastel version and dilute this a bit 

with water. Using a no. 2 liner brush, paint vertical lines to 

represent tree bunks. This establishes the placement of the 

trees in the painting. 

Once you have the trunks based in, switch to a no. 2 round 

bmsh and add branches and limbs with a somewhat squig- 

gly back-and-forth stroke. The trees should be smaller at the 

top and get larger at the bottom, forming a cone shape. Paint 

loosely and don't let your strokes fall into too much of a repeat- 

ing pattern. 



2 The Awkward Stage 
Take some ofyour green mixture and add a little more white 

to it. Smib this color into the area at the middle ofthe paint- 

ing using a no. 4 bristle fkL Take some of the darker green 

mixture that you used for the trees in step I and add some Ivory 

Ella& into it. Use thig mix and a no. 2 round to add dark trees 

in the foreground. hint h e  trees larger so that they appear 

d m  Wten the mix with a bit ofwhite as you work into the 

distance. Closer *s should appear larger and d a r k  distant 

trees, d e r  and lighter. 

Use a bit of darker green to indim* bits of tree trunk on the 

distant pines. 

Vermont Fog 

10%" x 10%" (27cm x 27cm) 



D E M C  S T R A T I O N  

C I E N C I N C  T R E E  S C E N E  

-- 

1 
As you can see, the landscape projects in this chapter have 

MATERIALS LIST 

become increasingly more detailed. This park scene will chal- 

lenge you to perfect your skills. 

While this painting may look extremely complicated, it has 

all of the same techniques you have already used in the previ- 

ous exercises. The only difference is you will now learn how to 

paint foliage. The sponging technique you'll use for this (see 

page 26) is really fun to do. 

1 Draw and Paint Base Colors 

Lightly draw the horizon line a bit above the center point of the 

canvas. Mix a sky blue out of Titanium White and a touch of 

Prussian Blue. Thin it with water. Cover the sky portion of the 

canvas with a transparent application of paint using a %-inch 

(~gmm) filbert and horizontal strokes. Most ofthis paint will 

be covered up later, but it is important to have the sky color as a 

base so that it can peek through the leaves in spots. 

Mix a light green out of Cadmium Yellow Medium and a 

touch of Prussian Blue. Using the same type of application as 

you did for the sky, cover the entire area below the horizon line. 

Paints 

Burnt Umber 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Ivory Black 

Prussian Blue 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

%-inch (19mm) sable 

or synthetic filbert 

no. 6 sable or synthetic round 

no. 4 stiff bristle flat 1 
no. 2 liner brush 

Canvas or Canvas Paper 

12" x 16" (30cm x 41 cm) 

Other 

cellulose kitchen sponge 

2 Paint the Tree Trunks 

The placement of the trees in this piece is very important to 

establishing a sense of depth. While your trees do not have to 

look exactly like mine, you should pay particular attention to 

the size relationships between the trees. This composition has 

a distinct background, middle ground and foreground. The 

trees are sized in relationship to their placement within these 

three areas. Block in the trees with diluted Ivory Black and a no. 

G round, starting with just the trunks and the major branches. 



3 The Awkward S t a e  

Mix M u m  Yellow Medium and Prussian Blue to crate a dark green. Scrub this 

color right abwe the horizon line with a no. 4 tlat bristle brush to mate a tree row, 

or what is also called a hedgerow This dark green is another findation color upon 

which you wil l  build later. 

Take a cellulose (nut fbam!) kitchen sponge and tear off a chunk about an inch 

around. hghdy wet it and squeeze out any exlcess w a b  -ten the dark green mix- 

ture from step a by a d h g  a much more m u m  Yellow Medium. Dip the sponge 

into this and hghtly dab some color into the badcground above the dark green hedge 

raw. Look at the texture this t d q w  aeate~! It is a perfkt reprewmlation of distant 

fbliag e. 

Mix a touch ofwhite into some Burnt Umber. Apply some ofthis to the right sides 

of the trees: and branches with a no. a liner brush. This eaablishes that the sun is 

coming hm the right. 

Now it B time to build up the ground dm. The h t  apphtion was somewhat 

-t and s t d c y .  We now need to thicken the paint and look fbr the patterns 

oflight and dark to mate the illusion of shadows and mah of sunshe. The entire 

ground is nathing more dun streaks of color. Use a full range of greens and various 

mixes of brown and a no. 6 round. By now, you should be able to kde the colors on 

purpaletteandexperimentbmatethecolorsywwant. 

y i p  , 
Don't P Quit oo Soon! 
This is the stage d t h e  painting that 

looks very a w k r d .  This is also the 

sbgc of the game where many 

beginning artists have a tendency to 

give up. Please don't! This is where the 

real learning comes in, and your skills 

a n  grow exponentially. All pirrtings 

pass through this *yucy' sfagc. It is 

a necessary part ofthe process. 



4 Finish Central Park 

12" x 16" (30cm x 41cm) 
This is a fairly large painting with many details, so I've f d  in on h small areas 

ofthe painting so you wn see them k t b x  Let the enlarged deb i ls  on the fwng page 

be yourguidetohishmgthepainting. 

Learn Fmm Finished Paintings 
You can learn a lot by shdying other artisk' finished 

paintings up close. Try going to an art gallery and looking at 

the brushstrokes each artist used. Many times, what look 

complicated is nothing more than quick dabs ofcolor. 

m a  4:PEMPM 



DETAIL: B A C K ~ ~ ~ U N D  HEDGEROW 
To create the look ofdense brush, use your sponge to dab in many 

layers ofwlor. Then use a liner brush to add tiny branches amongst 

the foliage layers. 

DETAIL: TREE BARK 
Use a dry-brush technique (see page 26) to create the t a r e  of tree 

bark. Concentrate on each tree's right side, where the sun is brightest. 

Layer light and dark paint, and use tiny brushstrokes for redism. 

DETAIL: THE GROUND UNDER THE LARGE TREES 
Build up the ground around the bases d the  large trees using a combination ofbrushstrokes and 

sponp dabbing. You can dab with a bristle brush as we l as the sponge. 



WITH THE LANDSCAPE PAINTINGS IN T H E  PREVIOUS with litde dab of cola this hpter will show you how to paint 

chapterI you were pin* an entire scme h m  fo regmd In an entire h v m  up dose. 

far in the distance. You used patterns of light and dark to mate  To capture all ofthe shapes and details of fbwers, we 

&e illueion of shape- that look redbtic at a &me. will once again rely on the grid method of drawing (see paga 

For the flower pain- in this cham details are more 3637). This wonderful tool win allow you to mate  accurateI 

conspicuous, and accumy becomes more of an k. While beautiful flowrr painhgs. 

you could indude flowers in a landsape and represent them 



Painting your first flower project with a monochromatic color 
MATERIALS LIST I 

scheme may seem strange, but it is an excellent way to concen- 

trate on shape and values without being confused by color. 

A GRAPHED PHOTO 
This photo with a grid over it will be your guide to  painting the rose 

realistically. Refer back to  page 36-37 to  refresh yourselfon how to  draw 

using the grid system. 

I 
Let the Darks Create 

the Lights 
For realistic results, avoid outlining 

every shape you paint. Instead, let the 

dark shapes create the edges ofthe 

light shapes. In this case, the black 

background describes the shape or 

the rose, and dark areas within the 

Paints 

Ivory Black 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

%-inch (19mm) sable or 

synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

no. 210 sable or synthetic round 

Canvasorcanvas Paper 

8" x 9" (20cm x 23cm) 

Other 
.: . , . .. . . 

mechanical pencil 

kneaded eraser 

1 Draw the Rose 

Lightly draw one-inch or larger squares on your canvas. Refer to 

the photo on this page and carefully draw what you see in each 

square. When you are sure you have an accurate line drawing, 

gently remove the grid lines with a kneaded eraser. 



2 Fill In the Background 

Outline around the rose with pure lvwy 

Black and a no. a d so you can get 

close to the edges of the Mr. leaves 

and stem ThenI with your %-inch 

(~gmm) filbert, fill in the rest of the 

c ; m ~ s m d l n g d l e f l m , m a l a n g  

the entire back;ground pure black. 

3 The Awkward Stage 

The flower is made up oftones ran& 

fmmwhitetoverydarkpy. Studythe 

photo well and see where the lights and 

darh are. Start by establishing the petal 

edgeswi~hIvory~anda~/ornund 

b d  This mates the layers. Mix v a i -  

ous grays out of lmry Black and TRauium 

White, then lay in bkks  oftone to m t e  

each overlapping petal] leaving the Wt- 
est areas unpinkd fix The tones 

willcowruptheblackedgezinesyou 

made initially. Fill in the stem as well. 

4 Finish 

Detd each petal one at a time. Look fbr the pattams of hght and 

dark Every petal has &ent tones dependq on he way he 

hght is hittjngit. Acrylicpaint allows y0utoaddlayer;r; werand 

over until you get it the way you like it 

Be very d not to outline each petaL An* with an 

outline surrounding it will Id more m n y  than &tic 

XI make the backpmd more intemtbg and not so flat, 

s m b  dark gay  into gome areas to suggest lea=. 

Later, if you like, you could come back and try painting this 

rose in realistic plnk hues! 

&nochromatic Row 

8" x 9" (20cm x 23cm) 



u 

DEMONSTRATION 

I 

In the previous monochromatic demonstration, you learned 

to create layers of flower petals by letting the darks create the 

lights. Now we'll try it in color with a lily. 

The rose on the previous exercise was extreme in its tonal 

range. The tonal variations in this lily are much more subtle. 

Like the rose painting, this one uses a dark background to 

create the floweis shape. 

MATERIALS LIST 

Paints 

Cadmium Red Medium 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Ivory Black 

Prussian Blue 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

%-inch (19mm) sable or 

synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

no. 210 sable or synthetic round 

Canvasorcanvas Paper 

11 " x 14" (28cm x 36cm) 

Other 

mechanical pencil 

kneaded eraser 

A GRAPHED PHOTO 
Use the grid lines on this photo to  obtain an 

accurate drawing. Remember, you can make 

your painting as large as you want by enlarg- 

ing the squares you place on your canvas. 

1 Draw the Lily 
This is what your drawing should look 

like after drawing the details of each box 

one at a time. Gently erase the grid lines 

from your canvas when you are sure of 

your accuracy. 



2 Basecoat the W l s  3 The Awkward Stage 
Paint the flower @ with Xtanium White that has just a hint Create an orange color for the center of the lily by mixing Cad- 

of Cadmium Yellow Medium added to it, using a no. a round mium Yellow Medium with a touch of Cadmium Red Medium. 

brush. To establish the podg and &e darM a m s  of the flower; Paint the center of the lily with this mlor and a no. a round 

use pure Cadmium Yellow Medium. This helps define the over- This will help the center of the hly appear recessed Leave areas 

lapping petals and begin tlx prmess of mating fbmL ofthe h&ter color exposed for tlx stamens. 

S w i k h  to a no. a/o round for the details. Use the orange mix 

you created for he lilfs center to detail the shadow areas in the 

flower and on the pis. Paint the stern with a green mated by 

mixing a touch of Prussian Blue into Cadmium Yellow Medi- 

u m A l s o ~ s o m e d t h i s ~ i n t o t h e p o d s t o ~ t h e m  

look real. Paint the shadow on the stem with a brown made by 

mixing some Cadmium Red Medium into the green mix 

Mix FWssian Blue and Ivory Black and start painting the 

badcpund with this mix and a Y-inch (~gmrn) filbert. This 

defines the outside edges of the @. 

More Impact 
Don't be afraid to use lots of wntrast 

in your painting. Compare the areas 

ofthe flower near the backgmund wl 

or tothe areas where the background 

hasn'tken painted yet Isn't it arnaz 

ing how much the added contrast 



4 Finish Y e l h  Lily 

11" X 14" (2&m X h) 
Continue filling in the bdground with the dark mixture h m  step 3. To make it 

look more interesting, blend in mdes of other colon in some areas. Add some 

hght blue and a hint of lavender in the upper left corner. This la& color acts as 

a complement to the yellow of the My. You can add more vialet in the badcground to 

help =-st against the yellow, Wer to page ~;r in chapter two for a reksher on how 

mmplementq colors work in a paint@ 

Add two subtle leaves to balance out the composition. I emowage you to change 

this in any way you want and make it truly your own piece. Just have fun! 



D E M O N S T  d A T I O N  

I love this photo for the way the colors play off each other. Even 

though the background is out of focus, it plays just as impor- 

tant a role in the painting as the main subject. This is a color 

copy of a digital print, and some of the colors are more bluish 

than the original, so I adjusted the color in the painting. 

MATERIALS LIST 

Paints 

Alizarin Crimson 

Cadmium Red Medium 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Prussian Blue 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

%-inch (19mm) sable or 

synthetic flat 

%-inch (19mm) sable or 

synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

no. 210 sable or synthetic round 

Canvas or Canvas Paper 

8" x 10" (20cm x 25cm) 

Other 

mechanical pencil 

kneaded eraser 

1 Draw the Flower 2 Paint the Background 

Using the graphed photo as your guide, draw the flower on Mix Prussian Blue and Titanium White to create a sky blue 

your canvas. Make the painting as large as you like by alter- color. Cover the entire background with this color and a %-inch 

ing the size of the grid squares. When you are sure of your (~gmm) filbert; the blue will be a foundation for the other col- 

accuracy, gently remove the grid lines from your canvas with a ors. Let the background color create the edges of the flowers. 

kneaded eraser. 



3 The Awkward Stage 

Fillinthemwithano. adandah&tpmkrnadeof 

AZizarin Crimson and Titanium White. Add more Alizarin 

Crimson to tfie mix to make a darker pink. Use this and a no. 

a10 round to paint the separations between the @. Some of 

the shadows require a deeper tone, so add a touch of Pnxssian 

Blue to the mix for these. 

Add Titanium White to some of the ba- color to 

make a hght blue and use this to paint the center of the main 

flower. Mix a Tnint g m a  using Prussian Blue, Cadmium Yel- 

low Medium and Xlanium White; use this to paint the skm 

4 Finish 

Add various blues, gmns and purples 

into the background by scrubbing the 

paint in with a %-inch flat brush. This 

a lhw the mlwg to owrkp one anather 

with subtle edgez, similar to a photogra- 

pher's b a c k p u d  Detail the flowers by 

drybrudmg onvarious s h a h  of@ 

and white. Dot on b m  and plnk with 

a no, a10 round brush in the center of 

the main flower, Add hght green details 

tobothfbwercenters. Addsome subtle 

leaves with medium and dark greens. 



D E M O N S T  d A T I O N  

This daisy has many of the same colors as the previous project, 

but it has much more contrast and sharper definition. That and 

the many, many overlapping petals make this painting seem 

more intense. 

This is actually a small portion of a much larger photograph. 

The original photo was of an entire vase full of flowers. To 

isolate the flower I wanted, I made a small viewfinder. I took 

a piece of black constmction paper and cut a two inch square 

into it with an art knife. I placed this little frame over the photo, 

moving it around until I captured the image I wanted within 

the square. I then taped the frame down and had the image 

enlarged on a color copier. 

A viewfinder is wonderful for cropping images and finding 

minicompositions within larger reference photos. 

I made a paper view- 

finder to  isolate a 

small segment o f  a 

larger photograph. 

MATERIALS LIST 

Paints 

Alizarin Crimson 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Prussian Blue 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

no. 8 sable or synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

no. 210 sable or synthetic round 

Canvas or Canvas Paper 

9" x 8%" (23cm x 21 cm) 

Other 

mechanical pencil 

kneaded eraser 

2 Paint the Base Colors 

Mix a light pink with Titanium White and a touch of Alizarin 

Crimson. Use a no. 2 round bmsh to base in all ofthe petals 

with this color. 

Mix a dark pink by adding more Alizarin Crimson into the 

white than you did before. Alizarin Crimson is a pretty power- 

1 Draw the Daisy ful color, so it doesn't take much to create a deep pink. Use 

Refer to the photo above and use the grid method to draw this this darker color on a no. z/o round to create the streaks in the 

flower on your canvas. Take your time; the overlapping petals flower petals. This is where the form of the flower really starts 

are crucial to achieving a realistic painting. Make the image as to show. 

large as yodd like by altering the size of the squares on your Mix a light green with Cadmium Yellow Medium and a 

canvas. When you are sure of your accuracy, you can remove slight touch of Prussian Blue. Base in the entire center of the 

the grid lines with a kneaded eraser. flower with this color and a no. 2 round. 



3 The Awkward Stage 

. Use pure Titanium White to d in hghhghts on the petals 

with a no. a10 round. Now shade the petals with various pinks, 

switching among hght, medium and dark prnk until you like 

the look of your flower. R e k  to the photo as you work. 

Remember: Light Over Dark, 
Dark Over Light 
It is important with a flower such as this to establish the separation 

between petals right away. It is very similar to the approach we took 

with the black-and-white rose (see page 79). wth Alizarin Crimson, 

paint in the shadows on and under each petal. Do not paint an oub 

line around each one. 

I,. \ 
1 4 Finish 

Fill in the entire backgmd with Ivory 

Black on a no. 8 

To make the textwe in the center 

ofthe flower, dab in pure Cdmium 

Yellow Medium with the tip of a no. 2 

round brush. Also dab in some AZizarin 

Crimson along the left edge and near the 

middle ofthe M s  cmtm 

Pink Daw 

9" x 8%" ( a h  x 2 1 4  



D E M O N S T R A T I O N  

Flowers are beautiful all by themselves, but they're even 

prettier when enhanced by a vase in a still-life arrangement. 

This project and the next one showcase flowers in vases. 

The vase in this project belongs to my mother. On one of my 

visits to her house, I saw this arrangement perfectly illuminated 

by sunshine. I always have my camera with me for times just 

like this. 

I am always careful to balance the lights and darks when 

photographing my subjects, but this piece turned out better 

than I expected. The shadows enhance the flower arrangement 

and divide the background into wonderful geometric shapes. 

' A GRAPHED PHOTO 
A photo with extreme 

contrast between light 

and shadow can make 

a beautiful piece o f  art- 

work. Contrast is 

everything! 

1 Draw the Flower and Vase 
Use the grid method to draw this still life on your canvas. Sim- 

pllf) shapes where you can, because much of your drawing will 

be covered up in the beginning stages of the painting. Concen- 

trate on the large shapes. Erase the grid lines. 

MATERIALS LIST 

Paints 

Burnt Umber 

Cadmium Red Medium 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Ivory Black 

Prussian Blue 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

%-inch (1 9mm) sable or 

synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

no. 210 sable or synthetic round 

Canvas or Canvas Paper 

16" x 12" (41 cm x 30cm) 

kdkFgh.. 
, ' mechanical pencil 

kneaded eraser 



2 Def~ ne the Basic 'Color Mapn 
First, place color in each area to create a color map y d  fdow through the & of the 

pain- Begin developing the mrm tones in the glass vase as well, 

Mix the light warm gold with Bumt  Umber, M u m  Yellow Medium and Titani- 

um White. You can control he depth of tone by varying the amount ofwhite you use. 

This color is used in the center ofthe vase and in some ofthe pet&- ofthe flower 

Create the rust color by mixing Cdmium Y e h  Medium with Burnt Umber and 

a touch of W u m  Red Medium. You can h@kn the color a little by a d d q  some 

white to it as well. This color establishes tfie fluted shape in the vase. Also apply it to 

the center ofthe flower. 

Mix a medium p e n  with Cadmium Yellow Medium and a touch of Prugsian Blue. 

Add a buch ofwhite b dull the mlor. B e g g  addiqd this b the leaves, o u t h q  the 

leaf areas to help separate them h m  the petals ofthe flowers. 

Mix another green, an olive green using Cadmium Yellow Medium and Ivory 

Black Add a & of white to thig mix to make it more of a p d .  Use both of your 

greens to base in the colors ofthe leaves. It is impmant to vary the types of greens you 

use in a floral pain* the miety  mates a more natural look 

3 The Awkward Stage 

Continueadding~ow shades ofgreeu 

intotheleaves.~somegreendown 

intD the vase as well. 

Paint some Ivory Black into the beck- 

ground to help meate the outside edges 

of the @. Paint only in the areas 

shown to form geomekk shapes that add 

to the interest ofthis compaitbn. 

en Pointing 

Overall Impression 
When painting highly detailed subjects 

such as cut glass, it can be overwhelm- 

ingto try to match ewry little shape 

and color you see. Instead, look at it 

as just nonsense shapes that create 

the ultimate illusion of colorful, shiny 

glass. As long as you get the basic 

shapes and diredon ofthe colors 

accurate, your painting will look fine. 



I/ 4 Finish 
To mix the beqe color fm the 

petals, start with Titanium White and 

I Cadmium Yellow Medium to make a 

Zight yellow. To that, add small touches of 

Burnt Umber and Wmium Red Medi- 

um Use those dark colors sparingly 
white should stay the dominant color. 

W~ththis c r e a m y k & e , ~ i n a l l  

ofthe flowm +s, the nght side of the 

badqpund, and the k m p u d  

Continue adding color to the vase. 

£lowers and learn. For h e  dekh mih 

as the green veins in the leaves or the 

brown veins in the +, lighten the 

base color with white, tfiin the paint with 

water a bit to make it flow like ink, and 

paint the d d d s  with a no. a10 liner. 

Add the black to the backpmd 

to create the M c  pattams ofthe 

mmwsitim. On the left side, repeat the 

bluish green h m  the lea= in the back- 

ground, goftly b h h g  it into the black 

TIYE gradual h d q  of color into black 

suggest~distance. 

Paint the shadow of the vase using 

beiges and v. Be sure to use some 

olivegreenliketheoneyoumixedinstep 

a to indicate that the leaf color is reflect- 

ing into tb.e sbadow. Subtletieg s ~ &  as 

thse add a lot of realism to a painting. 



I AcGJbser Look 
WHILE THIS STILL-LIFE SCENE 

appears extremely complex and dimcult, 

I 
it follows all of the same procedures that 

we used for previous demonstrations. 

I 
Look around the painting carefully and 

see if you can tell how I painted certain 
I 

areas. The answers are below. Stop read- 1 
ing here and quiz yourself! 

This vase is smooth, unlike the 

textured glass of the project before. But 
I 

it is still filled with patterns and colors. 

Reflections are fun to paint because they 
I 

don't have to be totally accurate. Look at 

my colors and shapes within the glass 

and you can see that they are very ran- 

I 
dom. They are just a suggestion ofthe 

surroundings, and you don't necessarily 

know what they may be reflections of. 

The biggest spot of reflection on the right 

side represents a window, but the details 

are definitely undeveloped. 

If you feel ambitious, try this paint- 

ing on your own. Place a graph over my 

painting and draw the image on your 

own canvas. You can even try painting 

it in a monochromatic scheme, like you 

did for the black rose in the beginning of 

the chapter (see page 79). Whatever you L 
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choose to do, the main focus should be 
A Study in Red 

16" X 12" (41cm X 30cm) 

on learning and fun! 

Now, for the techniques used in the dabbing technique. The rose petals 

this painting: The reflection of the red demonstrate "light over dark and dark 

on the tablecloth shows use of repeated over light." The background is a classic 

colors. I painted the babjs breath with example of letting the darks create the 

lights. And finally, the wood texture was 

drybmshed. 



C H A P T E  7_1 
I anzmals 
ONE OF THE JOYS OF BEING AN ARTIST IS IN THE Yodl learn brush and shadmg techniques to depct animals 

ability not only to mate  b e a u w  piaures, but also to tnrly with all sortg offur, h m  short and smmth to long and shaggy 

apture the love we feel for nature, animals and aur pets. This and even patterned But dolit stop *birds, butterflies and 

chapter will help you learn to draw and paint living thmgs. even5shmakfimsubjectsfwpainting! 

=JJ3?,> !, , .y ' I j'y 
, .  -- 

a m : .  a 



I 
D E M O N S T R A T I O N  

I 
PA N T I N C  

The horse has been the subject of many pieces of artwork. 

The large animal with its strong shapes and gentle spirit is a 

wonderful subject for acrylic painting. For more information 

on how to draw horses, please refer to my book Draw Horses 

(North Light Books, 2001). We'll start simple by focusing on 

this horse's face. 

A GRAPHED 
PHOTO 
Use this graphed 

photo o f  a horse to  

begin your painting. 

1 Draw the Horse 

Use the grid method to create the 

drawing on your canvas. When your 

line drawing looks like mine, carefully 

remove the grid with a kneaded eraser. 

MATERIALS LIST I 
Paints 

Burnt Umber 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Ivory Black 

Prussian Blue 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

%-inch (19mm) sable or 

synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

no. 210 sable or synthetic liner 

Canvasorcanvas Paper 

10" x 8" (25cm x 20cm) 
-.. .. 

Other 

mechanical pencil 

kneaded eraser 



2 Block In the Color Map 3 The Awkward Stage 

Apply kmsparmt paint with a filbert brush to mver the canvas, Deepen the l x d p m d  colors, using th;rlrw venions of the 

fbnning your "color map." The green in the p s  area is a com- same colors you used in step I. Be sure to completely cover the 

bination of Cadmium Yellow Medium, a touch of Prussian Blue m s .  

and a dab ofTitanium White. For the disimt ba&pmd, add For the horse, mix three  ad^ ofbrown: a Zlght (Ehmt 

more F!msian Blue to your p mixture. Block in the horse Umber and Titanium White), a medium (Burnt Umber) and 

with pure Burnt U m k  a dark (Burnt Umber and Ivory W). Mix a gray out omta- 

nium White and Ivory Black for the details on the muzzle. 

With the no. a round brush, start to add the colors. Your 

strokes should fdow the horse's form. The jaw is llghtm than 

&e TI& this m t e s  the jaw edge without your having to wt- 

line it. ( k m e m k .  . . hght rn dark and dark over llghd) Use 

the dark brown mixture to deepen the shadows in the ears, on 

&eneckandunderthe eyes. 

With black and a no. 210 h e q  fill in the nostds and the 

eyes. Use the gray in the muzzle area as shown. 



4 Finish 

Finishing the painting is simply a matter 

of continuing to b d d  up the paint layers 

I to create realism. Study the photo and 

I my painting example closely and find the 

small details of anatomy. These subtle 

details created with little tonal changes 

I will bring the painting to life. 

The muzzle, for instance, has a bit 

of pink in it. It is a warm pink, so mix it 

with Cadmium Red Medium (the warm- 
! er of the two reds on your palette) and 

Titanium White. 

i 
Create the mane with quick strokes of 

a no. 210 liner, following the direction of 

the hair's growth. Add a touch of red to 

the brown to give it a rusty glow. Build up 

the mane using many layers, and com- 

plete it with light, drybrushed highlights 

on the outside layers. 

Portrait of a Horse 

10" x 8" (25cm x 20cm) 



D E M O N S T R A T I O N  

Those of you who have other books of mine may already know 

my dog Penny, my studio "art dog." She graced the cover of my 

colored pencil book Drawing in Color: Animals and has been 

a presence in two other books of mine. She is a f in  subject to 

draw and paint. 

Painting Penny required the same colors and techniques as 

the did the horse painting on the previous page. Very few things 

changed in the artistic process. The main difference is the need 

for more hair strokes, since Penny has silky long f i r  on her 

ears. The most obvious color change is in the background. 

A GRAPHED 
PHOTO 
Use this graphed 

photo o f  Penny to  

1 Draw the Subject 

Draw Penny on your canvas using the 

grid as a guide. When your line drawing 

looks like mine, carefully remove the grid 

with a kneaded eraser. 

begin your painting. 

MATERIALS LIST 

Paints 

Alizarin Crimson 

Burnt Umber 

Cadmium Red Medium 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Ivory Black 

Prussian Blue 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

%-inch (19mm) sable or 

synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

no. 210 sable or synthetic liner 

Canvasorcanvas Paper 

1 3 " x l O  (33cmx25cm) 

Other 

mechanical pencil 

kneaded eraser 



2 Blodc In the Base Colors 
Use pure Ivory Black and a liner brush to suggest the eye. Indi- 

ate the roundness of the iris and fill in the pupil. leave a small 

dot open in the pupil for the higblqht that will go in later. 

Fill in the nose with lvwy Black Leave unpainaed hQ&ht 

areas h m  as well, k u s e  the nose i wet and shmy. 

With the no. a round brush, b e p  b h h g  in he face and 

ear with diluted Burnt Umber Let your strokes follow the dkc- 

tion ofthe hair. This is the the first oflayering the fiu fbr 

deplh Add swne of the lvwy Black to the ear to match what you 

see in the photo. 

I Choose Background 
COIOIT to Create the 
Mood You Want 
The blue backround makes this 

painting feel like a st~dio portrait. A 

green background would make it look 

like an outdoor scene. 

3 The Awkward Stage 

Fill in the iris ofthe eye with B m t  Umber. Agam, be sure to 

leave the small dot fbr the eye highlight unpainted 

Continue buddq up the fur with layers of color. Add sume 

M u m  Ydow Medium and Cadmium Red Medium to the 

Burnt Umber to give Pennu's fur some subtle, warm w t -  

ing, and add some white to Bumt U m k  to create the hght 

areas on her face. Continue to study the direction of fur growth 

and applyyourbrushsmh a c c d q l y .  

Mix hwskm Blue with a touch ofTitanium White fbr the 

backgmmd Using a %-inch (~grnm) flbert, start at the top. 

The backgmmd defmes the edge of Pennqs head. As you work 

down, use k s  white in your toward the battom, add Ivory 

Black to make a deep navy blue. Blend with a circular gtroke to 

give the bxkgmund color a little motthng and t&me. This B a 

good technique for portraits of any kind, whether of people or 

ofyour favorite criw 

With Titanium White and just a touch of Alizarin Crimson, 

block in the pretty pink of Pennvs collar with the no. a round 

brush. 



4 Finish 
Build up the backgmmd &. Repeat 

the process oflayering the fur colors 

with the no. a round brwh to build up 

the t h i c l a m s  offur, lookulg at the photo 

to see where the hght and dark colors 

belong. Paint some wisps of fur over the 

b d g m u n d w i t h q u c k ~ s  ofaliner 

brush. 

Using a liner brush with some diluted 

Ivory Black, mate the whiskers with 

quck strokes. 

Finish the collar by painting the ring 

with Ivory Black and Xtanium White. 

Med is easy to paint because it is just 

extreme patterns ofdark and hght. 

fintry 

lant x loll (aacm x 26cm) 



D E M O N S T R A T I O N  

I 

MATERIALS LIST 
Painting some animals is more about patterns than subtle color 

changes. This little tiger cub is a great combination of beauti- 

ful color and interlocking shapes. The graphing technique will 

really help you draw the shapes correctly. 

Paints 

Burnt Umber 

Cadmium Red Medium 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Ivory Black 

Prussian Blue 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

%-inch (19mm) sable or 

synthetic filbert I 
This tiger cub's fur 

is made up o f  many 

patterns and small 

shapes. 
no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

no. 210 sable or synthetic liner 

CanvasorCanvas Paper 

8" x 10" (20cm x 25crn) 

Other 

mechanical pencil 

kneaded eraser 

1 Draw the Tiger Cub 

Use the grid method to transfer this 

drawing to your canvas paper. Carefully 

study each square and the small shapes 

captured in each one. Be most careful 

with the shapes that create the eyes, nose, 

ears and paws. Dodt obsess over the fur 

spots; ifyou miss some, you can create 

them with paint later on. 

When your line drawing looks like 

mine, remove the grid from your canvas 

with a kneaded eraser. 



2 Block In the Base Colors 

BlodE in the painting with transparent a p p h c a h  of color to 

aeate your *color map." A green bdgmd,  m i d  h 

Cadmium Yenow Medium with a touch of hussian Blue, will 

mate  an outdoor feel that worh well for a wild animal. 

Mix a transparent brown out of Burnt Umber, a touch of 

M u m  Red Medium and water. Use this d o r  to block in 

the head a d  he. Add water and a touch of Cadmium Yellow 

Medium to the remaining h on your palette, and use it to 

base in gome more of the face and the paws. Use diluted Burnt 

Umber under the paws. Base in the stripes and the eye, me, 

ear and paw M s  with diluted Iwry Black 

3 The Awkward Stage 

Build up colors using the same colors as 

in step I but with less water The layers 

youapplyinthisstepshouldbethicker 

and more opaque. The pa-8 ofthe 

tiger cub now become more distind 



4 Finish 

This is where this little painting really comes to life. Mix a p e n  and add a touch of Ivory Black to it to make 

a deep forest green. Use this to darken the b d g m d ,  malung the hght colors of the tiger mb stand out. 

Because red and green are complemenls (oppmites on the color wheel), this green color con- nicely 

withhreddishhuesinthedsfk 

Build up the paint and add quick bruhtmkes that show the tature of the fur. Add white whiskers and 

*eydashef with diluted Titanium White and a liner brush 

In the dkeme photo, someone is holding the cub. For my painting, I c h e  ta turn the handler's arm 

into tree bark to make the swne lo& more natural. Mix three browns fm the bark: Bumt U m k ,  Burnt 

Umber plus white, and Burnt Umber plus bla& layer your strokz to mimic bark texture. 

Tiger Cub 

at the Zoo 

8"x10* 

@ O m  x 2 6 4  



C D E M O N S T  T I O N  

F I ~ S  ~ I V D  S C A L E S  

Not all  pets are furry. Some of my favorite fiiends are in the 

many aquariums I have all over my house. This is one of my 

fish, a calico fantail goldfish. YodU be surprised at how quick 

and easy this little project is. 

MATERIALS LIST 

Cadmium Red Medium 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Prussian Blue 

Titanium White 

%-inch (19mm) sable or 

synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

no. 210 sable or synthetic round 

Canvas or Canvas Paper 

1 2 " x l V  (30cmx4lcm) 

mechanical pencil 

kneaded eraser 

. . .. .. 

1 Draw the Fish 2 Paint the Base Colors 
Use the grid method to draw the outline of the fish on your can- Mix a pretty orange color with Cadmium Yellow Medium and 

vas paper. When your outline looks like mine, remove the grid Cadmium Red Medium. With a no. 2 round bmsh, apply the 

lines with your kneaded eraser. orange to the fish's back, belly and tail. 

Mix a medium gray out of Ivory Black and Titanium White. 

Still using the no. 2 round bmsh, apply the gray to the fish's 

face and begin painting in the details of the fins. 



3 The Awkward Sbge 
Take some of the orange mix you used in step a and add more 

yellow and white to it for a lighter orange color. Use this to paint 

the rest of the W s  belly. The lighter color seems to make the 

belly pmtnrde. 
Add dafk details to make the fish look real. Just a few black 

dabs and lines bring the &h to life. Paint the flowing h s  with 

Ivory Black thinned witfi water. 

4 Fin-ish! 
A bluegreen ba- will make this fish look like he is 

floating in water rather than air. W e  some Titanium White 

and mix in a very small amount of Prussian Blue. Then add just 

a dab of M u m  Yellow Medium to mate  the aquamarine 

dm. Paint the lxkgmund, and also paint some aqwmarine 

within the fins to make them appear transparent. 

This species of goldfish is puffy, and its abdomen should 

appear very round. To achieve this, mix a little gray into your 

orange and paint a shadow edge along the abdomen 

Continue dabbing the dark " d i d  spots into the body ofthe 

fish. Just for fun, add some bubbles. hok closely, and you will 

see that they are not- mare than tiny spheres. 

AN UNDERWATER LANDSCAPE 
Ifone fish is good, a tank full offish is even h r .  Fish are so beautiful 

the way the colors dance offofthem. Aquarium gmnery is quite similar 

to  the leaves you've already painted in landscapes and floral stil l lifes. 

Look around and you will find that even ordinarythings in life, things 

we take for granted, can be subjects for creative and enjoyable a r t  lfyou 

fee adventurous, try this painting yourself! lfyou like, you can add a few 

diRrent fish species by looking at photos in books about fish. You can 

create your own aquarium n n e !  



D E M O N S T R A T I O N  

M c  N P , R C H  B U T T E R F L Y  

A whole book could be written on painting butterflies. I make a 

point each summer to search for them and take as many photos 

as possible. They're so beautiful, and the artistic possibilities are 

endless. 

This is a great project for a beginning painter. The wings 

and patterns are seen stralght on and are easy to draw using the 

grid method. 

1 Draw the Butterfly 

Use the grid method to draw the outline 

of the butterfly on your canvas. When 

your outline looks like mine, remove the 

grid lines with a kneaded eraser. 

MATERIALS LIST 

Paints 

Alizarin Crimson 

Cadmium Red Medium 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Ivory Black 

Prussian Blue 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

%-inch (19mm) sable or 

synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

no. 210 sable or synthetic liner 

Canvas or Canvas Paper 

1 4 " x l l "  (36cmx28cn- 

%her 

mechanical pencil 

kneaded eraser 



2 Paint the Base Colors 
This very c o l d  backgomd is almost as im-t to the 

painting as the bu-y i M .  Use a multitude of colors, and 

smib eadl one in with & d a r  strokes of a flat brush. Most of 

these are pastel colors, which means Titanium White has been 

added to the mix Ex@ment with the colors. 

Black in the dark orange areas on the M y  with an 

orange mixed from Cadmium Red Medium and M u m  

Yellow Medium For the l ighr orange areas, add a touch of 

Xtanium White to the orange mix. 

3 The Awkward Stage 
Once the orange areas oftfie butterfly are camp&, paint 

Titanium White on a l l  ofthe s-. Then dilute some Ivory 

Black with warn to an ink-& comhncy and add the black 

details with a no, a10 Ziner brush. With the a t i o n  of the black 

details, you begin to see the beauty ofcontrast! 

Fill in the flower stem with a green mixed hm Prussian 

Blue, Cadmium Yellow Medium and 'I"rWum White. Mix an 

olive green using Ivory Black and M u m  Yellow Medium 

and dab this on to create the heads of the flowers. 



4 Finish 
Build up additional layem- ofcolor. Add 

flower details with a mall no. a10 liner 

brush and Alizarin Crbmm and Tita- 

nium White. The light colors seem to 

dance against the dark baclrgrmtnd. 

To finish, m b  layer after layer ofdif- 

f m t  colors into the backgmmd, mak- 

ing sure that the tmsitions of color are 

smooth This k d  of blurred background 

makeg it look as ifthere is so- in 

the txkgmrd but that it's simply out 

of h s .  This lets the viewer fixus on the 

main subject, the butterfly. 

Monarch on the Lilac W h  

14" X 11" (36cm X 2- 



Birds are beautiful creatures to paint. I like to use birds in my 
MATERIALS LIST I 

artwork because there are so many different shapes, sizes and 

colors of birds. In fact, I created an entire book about drawing 

them in colored pencil, called Birds, part of the Drawing In 

Color series (North Light Books, 2001). The photos and color 

explanations in that book could easily be used to paint from 

as well. 

I like the pose of this red-tailed hawk because of the strength 

it portrays. This poor bird was injured and can no longer fly; 

fortunately, it is living out its life at a zoo. Zoos and raptor cen- 

ters are great places to take photos and find reference material. 

Paints 

Burnt Umber 

Ivory Black 

Titanium White 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Cadmium Red Medium 

Prussian Blue 

Brushes 

%-inch (19mm) sable or 

synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

no. 2 sable or synthetic liner 

1 Draw the Hawk 

Use the grid method to draw the outline 

of the hawk. When your outline looks 

like mine, remove the grid lines with a 

kneaded eraser. 

Canvas or Canvas Paper 

1 6 x 1 2 "  (41cmx30cm) 

Other 

mechanical pencil 

kneaded eraser 



2 Block In the Base Colors 

Start the badrground with a sky blue color mixed h m  Tib- 

nium White and a touch of Fhssian Blue. Use the %-inch 

(~gmm) filbert brush and paint the hckpmd with horizontal 

strokes. 

W~th Ivory Black, paint the shape of the eye. Use the liner 

brush for more control. Use a diluted mixwe of Ivory Black 

and Burnt Umber with a no, a round brush to block in the 

hawks body and wings. Your shah should start b m z t e  the 

shapes ofthe feathers, giving you someding to follow in later 

step9* 

3 The Awkward Stage 

Ehdd up layers ofpaint uging moreopque mixhlres ofthe 

same colors as in step a. Keep defimq the feather shapes with 

your brushstrokes. Begin to develop the dmhw, which are 

h t e d  under the face, under the wings and on the underside 

of the tree limb. Dorit worry if your painting looks sloppy "the 

awkward is just part ofthe proms. 



Mud Hawk 

16" x 12' (41cm x 3hm) 

4 Finish 

Now yodl start to l a d e  the details. 

h d  t be ahid; take your time and liter- 

ally draw each shape with paint, one at 

a time. The liner brush is helm in thig 

e- 
Study the phmgraph and look fw aJl 

the small areas of color that are layered 

on top 0fex.h other For m p l e ,  the 

f& ofthe chest stand out against 

the dark brown beneath. The details of 

the wings are layered on top dthe dark- 

ened Burnt Umber you pamted in step a. 

This ability to layer dm is what makes 

q l i c  painting so mW! 

Add t o d m  of Cadmium Yellow 

Medium and Cadmium Red Medium to 

Burnt U m k  to mate  a warm b m .  

Use this color in the dmt feathers, on 

the bottoms of the feet and on the tree 

limb. Add some Cadmium Yellow Medi- 

um to the eye. 

For the edges ofthe feathem, add 

a touch of Etanium White to Burnt 

Umber. Paint along every kther edge to I s q m t e t h e r n , ~ t h e m ~ ~  
Z i k e ~ s m a w o f :  

Keepwwhg, Com~yourpa in t -  

ing to the photograph, and see how many 

little details you can capture. look at my 

finished painting and yodl see that I 

ofkn simplified areas, espeaally those in 

shadow. It may take time and many lay- 

ers to get your painting where you want 

it, but that's okay. As I tell my students, it 

is all in the #-! 



SOMETIMES NATURE PRESENTS 

the artist with almost magical opportuni- 

ties to paint. The scene in this painting 

was one of those times for me. I love this 

painting of my kitty for many reasons. 

First, I think Mindy is a cutie, and her 

face makes me smile. Artistically, her fur 

is a beautiful combination of colors and 

patterns that was challenging yet fun to 

create. Compositionally, the angle of the 

Mindy in the Sunshine 

9" X 12" (23cm X 30cm) 

bricks creates a sense of depth, and the 

plants cascading over the bricks act like 

a subtle frame surrounding the kitty's 

head. 

But what I love most of all about 

this painting is the color scheme. The 

complementary colors make this paint- 

ing really stand out. Look at how the red 

tones contrast against the greens. The 

golden tones within the reds create a 

warm sunset glow throughout the entire 

piece. 

Wherever you go, carry a camera so 

that you can capture moments such as 

this when subject, composition and color 

all come together perfectly! 

See the details on the facing page to 

fnd out how I painted this. Try it yourself! 



BRICKS AND BUSHES 
I used a dabbing s h k e  to meate the bushes. I began with the dark 

tones, then added the lighter m l o ~  in layers, dabbingeach one to 

create texture. 

HIP 
To create fur that is made up of many colors and pmrns, you need to 

paint layer upon layer upon layer. The beauty of acrylic paint is the abil- 

ity to continually add colors and build up layers. Look at how the paint 

strokes create the patterns and d im ion  of the kitty's fur. 

I used the dry-brush technique here, building up the colors ofthe 

ground in layers. Always follow the direction ofthe suhcewhen apply- 

ing your strokes. I applied these strokes diagonally to give the illusion of 

distance. 



NOTHING IS MORE REWARDING THAN CREATING A 

realistic porhit ofa spead person. I haw speciahed in p r  

traiture for my entire  am^ I've mated thousands ofporkaits: 

ofcbkhn, families, presidmt. and NASCAR drivers. My mm- 1 
posite sketches and forensic illustrations help law enforcement 

o&ials mpture criminals and solve "John Doe" mysteries. My 

f i r s t b o o k w a s H o w t o D m w L ~ i h ~ i t s F r o P n P ~ k  

(North Light B&, 1995). While people are a popular subject 

fbr a lot of artis&, they are also considered one ofthe b d ~  

subjectstoprtray inart 

The dif5cdty comes h m  the need to be totally accurate. 

If anything a h t  the prtrait is not right, the likeness of the 

person is lost. I always suggest that my s h h &  9 drawing 

-IS before they attempt to paint them. Drawing is the best 

way to get a good solid u d m h h g  of ficbl anamy. This 

chapter will give you some q w r k x e  with portrait painting. 

Y 0 ~ 1 ~ h o w b m i x g o o d ~ ~ ; s l d n t o n ~ a n d w h t b  

look for in the anatomy of a face. 



Painting Skin Tones 
I ~ w i t h t h e s a m e ~ ~ t o n e m i x f o r a ~  &tmm,but I 

alter the fbmula d e p e d q  on the depth and tone of the com- 

plexion I am crating. Here's how I do it 

D h h  

Baslc MIX + more Basic Mbr + more 
Burnt Umber Cadmium Yellow 

Medium + Prussian 

,! '$3 
- - ., . 

Bnsk Mix 
Lr Skin Tones 

Trtanium White + 
dab of Cadmium 

Yellow Medium + 
dab of Cadmlum Rcd 
Medium +touch of  

Burnt Umber 

wme? 
Basic Mb: + more 

Cadmium Red Medium 

1 

LIGHT SKIN 
My daughter LeAnne has a very pale wmplexion, and in this light i t 

tookon avery pinkcast. I added a touch ofAlizarin Gimsontothe 

basic skin tone mixture to make i t pinker. For the shadow areas, I 

darkened the basic rnbrture with touches ofAlizarin Gimson and 

Burnt Umber. This makes a ml shadow, which will appear to d e .  

Golden 
For highlight areas such as the nose, I used Gdmium Red Medium 

Basic Mix + touch because warmer colors tend to wme foward. 
Cooler 

Basic Mix + touch of 
Prussian Blue 

w w  
Basic Mix + more 

Burnt Umber of  Cadmium Yellow PoHmi 

Medium 
16" X 12" (41cm X 3km) 

DARK SKIN 
I painted this boyls skin with the same colors as in the other portrait, 

but I used much more Burnt Umber and Alizarin amson in the sldn 

tone mixhrre to mak his compldon deep. As with Mnne'c portrait, I 

made the mix cooler in the shadows and warmer in the highlights. This 

is well illustrated in the boy'sfomrm. 



When painting hair, it is very imptant that your brushtrolm page 113 is a perfect example. Look at the pain- and you can 

go with the djreciicm of the hair itself. It is also imporhnt to see the many b m h d d c ~ ,  h n  dark to light. H e &  are 

develop the hair using many, many layers. Whether it's thick or addedlast to mate the shine. 

tfiin, hair is made up ofthausads of mds. L€ your real hair For tightly curled hair that of the boy on page 113, you 

has ~o,ooo strandsI it will be impsible to accurately deplct it dodt have a hair direction to follow. Rather, you have a t&ure. 

in a painting with a couple of s i d e s .  Keep buddhg colorI layer Create this kind of b a i ~  with a dabbing dry-brush tedmique. 

after layer, and the hair will look realistic kAnne!s hair on 

Straight or Wavy Hair 

1 Start LeAnne's hair 

with long strokes ofa no. 

2 round brush following 

the direction ofthe hair. 

Paint the darkest tones 

first 

Tightly Curled Hair 

--L 

1 Start with a single, scru bbed-in layer. Use a 

no. 2 round. 

2 Fill in the hair 

with quick, t a p e d  

m k e s .  You'll need 

to paint rn any layers. 

3 Add layers of l ighter 

colors on top using the 

same long stroke you 

used at the beginning. 

This giws the hair color 

and shine. 

2 ~ d d  paint with a dabbing technique, holding 3 Add lighter tones using the same dabbing 

the brush perpendiwlar to the canvas. technique. 



Exercise: Paint Facial Features 

M s  practice painting some p e r k  f a d  features with a h u s e  the shapes are more compk. The eyes will be the b- 
r n o ~ m a t i c  color scheme. Smrt with the nose, h u g e  it is gest chahge .  They have many small shapes and details that 

the least comphted of the features and mcst h e l y  resembk are imprtant to aptwe acmraidy. I love painting b u s e  

a sphere. The mouth will be a bit more dBicult than the nose oftheir beauty and the way they reflect emotion. 

1 "Drad' the shapes in with a liner brush and 2 With a no. 2 round, add more medium gray 3 Refine the contours with various shades 

a medium gray. This is the start ofthe overall to create the skin tone. Keeping a sphere in of gray. Use darker grap for the nostrils and 

form. mind, let your strokes create the roundness of shadows. Use pureTitanium White hrthe 

the nose. highlights. 

Mouth 

1 "Draw" the shapes in with a liner brush and 2 W~th a no. 2 round, add medium and light 3 Deepen the skin tones. Use dark gray inside 

a medium gray. These s h a p  are more com- gray for the skin tone. Use lighter gray across the mouth, and suggest teeth with black and a 

plexthan those ofthe nose. the middle ofthe lower lip to make i t look liner brush. Resist the temptation to make the 

rounded. teeth white; the inside ofthe mouth in shadow. 

Highlight the skin with white and light gray. 

Eyes 

1 It's vety important h r  the irises and pupils 2 ~ t h  medium gray, begin placing tone to 3 ~ d d  more medium gray skin tone. Use both 

to be perfect circles, so draw them with a circle create the curve ofthe brow and the shape of light and darktones on top ofthat to create 

template or stencil. (This rule changes ifthe the eye. Add sometoneto the irises. the form. Add smal I details to the irises to 

q e  is not looking straight a head.) Leave an makthem sparkle. Forthe eyebrows and 

unpainted area for the catchlight, plaung it eplashes, use diluted paint and very quick 

half in the pupil and half in the iris, "Draw" the strokes with a liner brush. This will create 

shapes in with a liner brush and Ivory Black small tapered lines. 



DEMONSTRATION 

P A I N T  A M o  O C H R O M A T I C  PORT 

I have drawn Abraham Lincoln fbr many of my pwtrait bmh. 

F m m e , m ~ f a c e h a 9 m m u c h ~ i n i t . T h e p h o t o  

below is a hvorite of mine that shows Lincoln in his later yeam, 

The weathered look of his fice is evident, and the wrinkles of 

age apparent. Since this is a vintage photograp4 I thaught it 

would be a good portt-dt to do in sepia-like tones. 

MATERIALS LIST 

Bunrt Urnkr 

Tiinium White 

B r u s h  

%-inch (l9mm) sable or synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

no. 1 sable or synthetic liner 

CanworCanns Paper 

1 2  x 9 (30crn x 23crn) 

Other 

rnehaniul pencil 

kneaded eraser 

I 
A GRAPHED 
PHOTO 
Use this graphed 

photo to begin your 

painting. 

1 Draw the Faee 
Draw the face on your eaflyag pepex Dodt feel the need to eap 

t u r e e v e r y ~ w r i n k l e a d d e t a i l . Y w w i l l b e ~ ~  

detail with paint. When your line drawing b b  like mine, care- 

fully remove the grid with a kneaded eraser. 





4 Finish 

As you f ish the pain- ref= o h  to 

the ~ h g r a p h .  
Usetheroundbrushtofillinthehair 

and beard with more pure Burnt U m k  

Usethelinerbrushtoaddsubtlehght 

h ~ t s . ~ h b f o I l o w  

the hair direction. 

W~th Burnt Umber; work on the eyes, 

dar+ the shadows and malung the 

eyebrows hairia Add h@ghts to the 

eyebmws with light hwn, just as you 

did the hair and bead 

Develop the nose and mouth for more 

realism, paying particular attention to the 

shadows and dected light. Remember 

the h e  elements ofshadq (see page 

as) and refer to the d s e 9  on page 115 

if yw need help, 

Continue to add small debis in many 

layers, using light, medium and dark 

shades of Bumt Umber. Look at the tie, 

and you can see how b e  three shades 

mated the realism of the hbric. Use 

shades ofwhite, darkened with Burnt 

Umber, to meate the definition on the 

shirt Although it is a w b i l ~  shirt, it 

should not be left pure white, 



I I 
D E M O N S T R A T I O N  

W O M A N ' S  C O L O R  

This photo of my daughter LeAnne is a good one for practicing 

painting a face in color. The dose-up pose combined with good 

lighting makes the features and colors easy to see. This portrait 

may look dimcult, but you can do it if you take your time, start 

with an accurate drawing, and paint the facial features one at a 

time. When you are done, you will have a finished portrait! 

A GRAPHED 
PHOTO 
Use this graphed 

photo to begin your 

painting. 

1 Draw the Face 

Using the grid method, draw the face on 

your canvas paper. When your line draw- 

ing looks like mine, carefully remove the 

grid with a kneaded eraser. 

MATERIALS LIST 

Paints 

Alizarin Crimson 

Burnt Umber 

Cadmium Red Medium 

Cadmium Yellow Medium 

Ivory Black 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

%-inch (1 9mm) sable or synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

no. 1 sable or synthetic liner 

Canvas or Canvas Paper 

x 12" (41 cm x 31 cm) 

mechanical pencil 

kneaded eraser 

circle template or stencil 



2 Black In Skin Tones 3 The Awkward Stage 
Wi&aroundbnxghand&e~htonemixthatwetallred Thhhmernixhgtep~andadddesofAlizarin 

abut on page 11% b l d  in the tones around the nose and Crbmm and Cadmium Red Medium. This is fbr the shadow 

mouth Leave the lips alone so you a t  lose their dehition. color along the side ofthe nose and the base color of the lips. 

Use the round hush to apply and layer these colors into the 

paintins. 
Now add some Burnt Umber to the mix and paint the ast 

shadows on the nght side ofthe nostril and under the nose. 

Also place some of this color on the inside cornexs of the mouth 

andstarttodewdtfielips. 

4 Finish the Mouth and Nose 
Use a liner brush and the basic skin tone mix to paint separa- 

tions b e e n  the teeth. Study the photograph and con- to 

layer in small details with the liner brush. Use light, medium 

and dark tone3 for realism Look for the subtle shadow on the 

l& side ofthe nose and the highlight on the nose's tip. Also 

notice the shadowg under the m e  that almost meet the lip, and 

the gmall aease- in the lip. You can see why I dl this "draw- 

ing with a brush" 



5 Start the Eye Area 
Use a circle template or s t m d  to make the iriges and pupds 

~ c i r c l e s . ( I h e p u p i l a n d i r i s a r e ~ c i r c l e s d y i f t h e  

eyes are h h n g  d m d y  at you.) 

With a round brush and the basic skin tone mix M b e d  

on page 113, fill in the a m  around the eyes. Use a small amount 

of Burnt Umber on a liner brush to mefully "draw" the outside 

edgea ofthe eya and eyebrows. 

6 The Awkward Stage 
Create a Iqbt olive green by mhhg  Cadmium Yellow Medium 

with a touch of Ivory Black and gome Titanium Whik. Use the 

linerbrushb fillintheiriseswiththis color Fillinthpupd 

with pure Ivory Black leaving a small dot fbr the EghIight 

(%s is also hewn as a catchlight, and it should always be 

placed halfin the iris and halfin the pupd) LeAnne has a dark 

edge around her irises, so apply a touch OW with the Ziner 

brush. Also oudine the eyeMs. 

There is a hugely important detail that is often l& out of the 

eye in m k ,  and that is the e d g ~  or t l k h m s  ofthe lower lid. 

W e  ha9 a very prominent edge here. It will look even more 

prominent when you add dark lashes in the next step, 

With the shadow colors descrikd in step 3, begrn defhing 

the areas beside the bridge ofthe nose and above the eye and 

eyehds. 

7 Finish the Eyes 
Continue to develop the eye details. Notice that the white ofthe 

eye (aleohownas thesdera)isnotpurewbite. Ihaveshaded 

the whites of the eyes with some hght gray and basic skin tone 

mix to make them lwk rounded These colors are deeper on the 

right side due to the shadows. 

Low sweeping eyelash are a m h g  part ofkhne's 

appeaTance. I suggest pra- eyelasha on a saap piece of 

mvas paper &sL It takes very thin paint and quick stsokes of 

the liner brush to make the lines taper. Also note how the eye 

lashes grow in little dumps, and appear longer at the outside 

edges. 

Add a quick stroke of white to the at& hght area to make 

the eyes sparkle and look moist. 



over the side ofher fu, Be sure to use 

long strokes that follow the direction of 

the hair. Remember; hair must be built 

up in many layers a0 look natural. 

Itismtmcesgafytotrytomatchthe 

photograph at this point. The hair is just 

a hmework to make you look at the face, 

and is supplemental to the Wt. 

8 Finish the Portrait 

Now it is time to put all ofthis together 

by adding the hair. Blonde hair is made 

up ofmany colors all layered lagether. 

You an see where I have used Cadmium 

Yellow and Cadmium Red for a reddish 

hue as well as Burnt Umber and Ivory 

Bkckfbrdeep*. 

Withthedbnxsh,basein&e 

reddish color f k  Then layer all ofthe 

other colors on a ~ p  ofthat. Paint the light 

blonde -IS last, and mted them 



- 

I 
D E M O N S T R A T I O N  

I 

In this project you'll get an introduction to painting clothing. 
MATERIALS LIST I 

Fabric is a challenge to paint because it moves and conforms to 

the shape of the body. In this piece, it is interestingly lit, with 

extreme lighting and shadows. 

You can get more practice with painting the face by using 

the grid method with the finished portrait on the next page to 

draw the entire figure on your canvas; however, for this exer- 

cise, I will concentrate just on the jacket. 

Paints 

Alizarin Crimson 

Titanium White 

Brushes 

%-inch (19mm) sable or synthetic filbert 

no. 2 sable or synthetic round 

no. 1 sable or synthetic liner 

Canvas T- 

12"x lO" (31cmx25cm: 

1171 .I ... 

1 Sketch, Then Start Painting the Basic Shapes 

Sketch the overall shape of the jacket. Use a grid if you'd like. 

The jacket is made up of many odd shapes and curved lines. 

Use a liner bmsh and Alizarin Crimson to ''draw" in the 

basic shapes. Then, with a no. 2 round bmsh, start to fill in the 

jacket with a medium pink mixture made from Alizarin Crirn- 

son and Titanium White. 

2 The Awkward Stage 

Once the entire jacket is Wed in with the medium pink mix- 

ture, create a darker pink and begin to fdl in the shadow areas 

of the jacket. Look at the finished example on the next page as a 

guide. Now mix a very llght pink and paint the highhght areas 

where the fabric protrudes. 

At this stage, the paint still looks a little transparent, but 

dodt stop now! 



3 Finish 

KeepaPP1ying~~).ersOfpaint, plaang 
the @ts and kks as &awn The h&t 

is corning from the upper left, which 

detemhes where the shadows are. The 

shadows on the jacket are mated not 

only by hlds in the fibric, but also by the 

If you want to paint the entire pose, 

m t e  the blue jeans using the same 

with Prugsian Blue and Titanium 

Magazine Pict un d 
Magazines contain lots of photos 

of clothing of all fabrics and styles. 

Graph a photo, create a drawing on 

your canvas and use it for practice. 

This is a great way to get more experi- 

ence painting creases, fblds and all 

kinds of fabric9 



I R~Glbser Look I 
. . .  - , - .  ,. - 

personality. In this painting, the jean - , . - - .... . .  .- . - - - - -  - -  - - . .  A .- .... 
... 

jacket adds ruggedness, making this man i- . -... - .  . . .  
.-.* . . . . . . . .  ... !-- , - ..- - appear to be an outdoorsman. If I had e:- ,. - : . 

' _ _- - . _ . 
painted him in a shirt and tie, it would 

have changed his whole personality. . . .  

The extreme use of shadows makes 
- .  - 

this painting intense. Look at the way ... _ - ....... -. . ... , 

the light plays off of the man's face and 

illuminates the front of the jacket. Also 

notice all of the bright highlights on the 

face. This painting is a real challenge! 

If you want to try painting this 

portrait yourself, place a grid of %-inch 

(13mm) squares over this portrait. Then 

place a grid of I-inch (25mm) squares on .:i; -"'- - 

your canvas. This will make your paint- 

ing twice the size of this reproduction. 

Really study the colors and try to re-create 

them. Refer to the portrait of LeAnne on 

page 121 for the skin tones. Refer to the 

painting on page 123 for the clothing. 

The painting processes in both of those 

examples are very similar to what you 

would use for this painting. 

Sam 

11" x 7" (28cm x 18cm) 



Conclusion 
I hope you have enjoyed reading this 

painting book as much as I have enoyed 

creating it. I feel very fortunate to be 

branching out, teaching my painting 

techniques as well as the drawing 

methods I have long taught. 

It is a wonderful feeling for me as a 

writer and illustrator to know that my 

work will continue on with my readers. 

I have made so many wonderful friends 

through my career as an artist. Many of 

these friends I have shared time with; 

others I have never met. I'm looking 

forward to making many more! 

My goal as a writer, however, has 

never been fame and fortune. It is simply 

to share something I love with others. 

I am passionate about my art. It is not 

just what I do; it is who I am. 

I hope art becomes as important to 

you, too. Good luck to you always! 

A TRIBUTE TO OUR MILITARY 
Two years ago, my son-in-law went to Afghanistan as an army ranger. I tied this plastic yellow 

ribbon around my gaslight in my front yard, where it will stay until he comes home for good. It is 

now tattered and torn and becoming worn out, much like many ofthe men and women who are 

defending our freedom. 

This is for all ofthe brave souls who so courageously give ofthemselves to protect the honor 

and freedom of  others. My wish for the world is that no more yellow ribbons would ever have to 

be tied. 
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Seja pago para desenhar
Talvez  você  seja  uma artista  e  provavelmente  usa  seu tempo desenhando ou  simplesmente 
rabiscando. Porém isso parece que não está te levando a nenhum lugar, além de uma prateleira 
ou gaveta empoeirada dentro do seu quarto. No entanto, na realidade, é possível a troca de todo 
esse  trabalho  por  uma  renda  online.  O  e-book    Como  Ganhar  Dinheiro  Trabalhando  com   
Desenhos e Fotos mostra como começar uma carreira, e você nem precisa ser um Da Vinci para 
receber o pagamento. Você pode ganhar dinheiro mesmo sendo um desenhista amador.

Muitas pessoas e empresas pagam por coisas como:

● Temas

● Padrões

● Logotipos

● Desenhos

● Artes

● Ilustrações

E para você trabalhar e vender essas coisas, não precisará fazer entrevista ou qualquer coisa 
parecida. É um trabalho baseado na internet. Sem a menor quantidade de estresse e você ainda 
pode trabalhar  em qualquer  lugar  e  quando quiser.  Esse e-book afirma que pode ajudá-lo  a 
publicar o seu trabalho na internet, e ser pago por isso inúmeras vezes. Seu desenho será usado 
mais de uma vez e você será pago a cada vez que alguém usar.

Alem disso, se o seu trabalho for uma obra de arte, um logotipo, ou um desenho, você poderá 
receber muito mais em comparação com o que você imagina. A propriedade intelectual é muito 
cara, e há muitos leilões online que podem garantir um excelente preço pelo seu trabalho.

Como Ganhar Dinheiro Trabalhando com Desenhos e Fotos é um e-book muito informativo. 
Com muitas diretrizes de como você entrar no mercado de trabalho e ainda traz muitos extras. 
São mais de 60 links que te levarão para sites de cursos, artigos técnicos e muito mais. 

Esse e-book não promete dinheiro fácil, você precisará trabalhar para poder ganhar dinheiro 
com desenho, mas se você gosta de desenhar, esse e-book vai mostrar o trabalho ideal para 
você. 

Além de poder trabalhar em qualquer horário ou lugar,  você também poderá desenhar o que 
quiser. Isso permitirá que a sua imaginação criativa assuma o total controle, e dessa forma se 
tornará um trabalho muito gratificante.

Clique aqui e confira mais detalhes. http://carlosdamascenodesenhos.com.br/como-ganhar-
dinheiro-com-desenho/

Conheça também os Cursos de Desenho Online
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Acrylic paint, 8-10 

layering, 11,26,34,65,1og 
mixing, 11,18,23 

90% lefto~l's, g,I5 

thinning, g, 11,66 

Animals, gz 

butterfly, 104-106 

cat, II*III 

dog withlong fur, 9 6 9 8  

iish, 10=103 

fur pattern on tiger cub, 99101 

hawk, 107-109 

hone. 9395 
Atmospheric perspective, 7273 

Backgrounds, ~3,40,72.84.g7 
Blending, 23-z~,g7 

Brushes, 8,1z-13 

liner, 2526 

filbert 24 
flat, q , z 6  

round, 1 2 , ~ s  

Bmshstrokes, 50.7617. I* 

circuh, 97 
to aeate texture, 26,27 

direction of, 35,49,50,61,67 

fill-in, q, 49 

Canvas, 8, q 

Cast shadow, 28,39,42 

Color schemes, 2-21 

Color wheel, 16,17 

Colon. See also Complementary colors 

basic palette, g,18-19 

darkening, 20 

mixing, 18-1g 

theory, 16,17 

unifuing painting with, 5a 

Complementary colon, 17, 20, 31, 

55-57137.83 
Composition, 55.59.64.74.86 

Contrast, 17,2o, 33,82,88 

Dabbing, 23,26,77,91,111 

Depth, 33.64.70 

Drawing, 36,37,40.43,11a 
Drybrushing, 26,42,n,g1,111 

Flowers, 78 

analysis oftechniques, 91 

on backdrop of color, 8445 

defining subject, 8-7 

monochromatic flower study, 79-80 

petals in color, 8143 

in a m e ,  88-90 

Foreshortening, 70 

Grid method ofdrawing, 36,37 

Highlights, 32.33.34 
Hue, 17 

Landscapes 

atmospheric perspective in, 72-73 

doudscape, 6445 

horizon line placement, 59 

with perspective. 7-71 

seascape, monochromatic, 5941 

seascape in color, 62-63 

storm clouds, 6 M 9  

tropical sky, 6 6 6 7  

Light source, 28,48,53 

Materials, 8,15 

Monochromatic painting, z1,35 

flower study, 7940  

porhaif 116118 

seascape demonstration, 5961 

ofa sphm, 28-30 

still life demonstration, 46-48 

Paints. See Aaylic paint 

Palettes, 8, g, 15, 18 

People, IIZ, r16118.1rg-122, I Z ~  

dothing, ~3-1a4, 

facialfeatures, 115 

hair, ~q 

skin tones, 113 

Perspective, 70,72 

Photo references, 36,86,124 

Portraits. See People 

Realism, 28,57,80, go, g5 

Reflections, 3a, 38,54,57 

Shades ofcolor, 17.18 

Shading, elements of, 28.42 

Shadows, ao, 31~33.34 

Sponging, 2675 
Still lifes 

analysis oftexture, 27 

complementary study, 55-57 

cut glass, 43-45 
glass and metal, 4-41 

monochromatic scene, 46-48 

painting glass and shine exerase, 39 

peaches and teapot, 4951 

pewter mug, 42 
Supplies. 8,15 

Surfaces, 8, g, rq 

Techniques, za. See also Sponging; Dry- 

brushing; Dabbing 

blending, 23-25.97 

aeate form with brushshkes. 35,49,50 

creating texture, 26.27 

foreshortenjng, 70 

letbgdarkr aatethe lights, 40,79,81,91 

light over dark, dark over light, 65.87, 

91.94 

shading, 28-30,34.3$ 
using a vkwlinder, 86 

Texture, 26.27 

Tools, 8, I$. See also Brushes 

Triadic color scheme, 21 

Value, 17, 29 



Get inspired to paint and draw with 

these other fine North Light Books! 

? A 

Im Hammond's Big Book Drawing Rdistic Pets 

of Dmwing From W p h s  

by Lee Hammond by Lee Hammond 

ISBN-13: 97&1-58180-473-j' ISBN-13: 978-1-58180-3 

ISBN-lo: I-58180-473-3 ISBN-lo: 15818e64eX 

Paperb=k 240 Pages, #32741 Paperback, 128 pages, #33226 

With k Hammond's easy rneth- Tim Y ~ u ~ P ~ ~ W F V ~ S   of^ 
ads, anyone a n  draw beautifid beloved pets into lifdike drawmgs! 

Lee Hammmd's foo1prwfdrawmg 

in p d  and colored pencil. & the simple & to aeat- methds make it easy fix anyone to draw cats, dogs, birds, bun- 
ing realistic drawing with this projea-packd book nies and many more pets. 

Painting With Brenda Harris, 

vol. 3: Lovely Landscap 

by Brenda Harris 

ISBN-13: 97&1-58180-739-4 

ISBN-lo: 1-58180-739-2 

Paperbaclq 112 pages, #33416 

You a n  a t e  a beautiful land- 
scape painting in just a few hours 

I with TV painter B m d a  Harris. The 
ten stepby-step projects in this bmk correspond to he 
p a h h p  in Brenda's PBS television series. Project pat- 

terns make it easy, men ifyodre a bqghmr. 

~ D R A W I ~  1 The Drawing Bible 
by Gaig Nelson 

ISBN-13: 978-1-58180620-5 

ISBN-10: 15818~62~5 

.. . Hardcwer with wire+ binding, 304 

I 
The Ultimate Guide to Painting 

From PhoWgmphs 

I edited James Msrkle and Lsyne Vanover 

pages, #33191 

In this dehPtive drawing 

resource, Craig Nelson shows 
you how to draw with all of the 

most popular mediums, indudmg 
pd, M, pastels, c o l d  

pencils and more. packed with drawing deknstrations and 
inspiration for ar&i&! 

ISBN-13: 978-1-58180717.2 

ISBN-10: 1-58180717-1 

T . . . . . . . . . . . Paperback 208 pages, #33389 
hinting frrwn 

AU you need to create a great-looking 
painting is a favorite photo, a flew basic 

materials and this book. Includes 40 

step-byw pmj ects on a variety of painting subj eet4 in water- 

colw, oil, aaylic and pastel 

h e  books and other+ North 

Light titles are available at your 

MJilae art retailer or bookstore 

orporn online suppliers. 
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